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Dassault Aviation Chief
Executive Officer (CEO)

Eric Trappier rubbished alle-
gations made by Congress pres-
ident Rahul Gandhi that he lied
about details of the Dassault-
Reliance Joint Venture (JV)
for offset contracts in the Rafale
Jet deal.

“I don’t lie. The truth I
declared before and the state-
ments I made are true. I don’t
have a reputation of lying. In
my position as CEO, you don’t
lie,” said Trappier when asked
to respond to Rahul’s charge
that Dassault was covering up
for possible cronyism in award-
ing the offset deal to Anil
Ambani-led Reliance Group.

Rahul, in a Press confer-
ence on November 2, alleged
that Dassault invested �284
crore in a loss-making compa-
ny promoted by Anil Ambani
which was used to procure land
in Nagpur. “It is clear the
Dassault CEO is lying. If an
inquiry starts on this Modi is
not going to survive it.
Guaranteed,” added Rahul.

Speaking to ANI in the
Dassault hangar housed in
Istres-Le Tube Air base locat-
ed North of the French city of
Marseille, Trappier said they
had prior experience dealing
with the Congress and the
comments made by the
Congress president made him
sad. 

“We have a long experience
with the Congress party. Our
first deal was with India in 1953
with Nehru and other Prime
Ministers. We have been work-
ing with India. We are not
working for any party. We are
supplying strategic products
like fighters to the Indian Air
Force (IAF) and the Indian
Government. That is what is
most important,” said Trappier.

When pressed further for
the reason behind Dassault’s
choice of Reliance as an offset
partner which had no experi-
ence in manufacturing fighter
jets, Trappier clarified that the
money being invested was not
going to Reliance directly but
in a Joint Venture (JV) that
included Dassault.

“We are not putting the
money in Reliance. The money
is going into the JV. I put my
know-how free of charge on
how to produce people. I have
engineers and workers from
Dassault who are taking the
lead as far as the industrial part
of this deal is concerned. At the
same time, I have an Indian
company like Reliance who is
putting money into this JV as
they want to develop their
country. So the company is
going to know how to produce
aircraft,” added Trappier.

Trappier clarified further
about the investments being
made by Dassault, adding that
Reliance would match the
amount since the shareholding
pattern is 49 per cent Dassault
and 51 per cent Reliance as per
prescribed Government norms.

“We are supposed to put in
this company together about
�800 crore as 50:50. For the
time being, to start work in the
hangar and to pay workers
and employees, we have already
put �40 crore. But it will be
increased to �800 crore, which
implies �400 crore by Dassault
in the coming five years,” said
Trappier. 

He added Dassault has
seven years to perform offset.
“During first three years, we are
not obliged to say with who we
are working. We have already
settled work and agreement
with 30 companies, which rep-
resents 40 per cent of total off-
set obligation as per contract. 

Continued on Page 4

Colombo: In a major setback
to Sri Lankan President
Maithripala Sirisena, the
Supreme Court on Tuesday
overturned his controversial
decision to dissolve Parliament
and ordered a halt to prepara-
tions for snap elections on
January 5.

A three-member bench,
including country’s chief justice
Nalin Perera, delivered its rul-
ing after two days of delibera-
tions on as many as 13 petitions
against and five for Sirisena’s
November 9 decision to dissolve
Parliament, nearly two years

before the its term was to end.
Sirisena dissolved

Parliament after it became clear
that he lacked support from law-
makers to instal former strong-
man Mahinda Rajapaksa as the
new prime Minister following
his October 26 sacking of Ranil

Wickremesinghe as premier.
All petitions filed against

Sirisena’s decision will be heard
on December 4, 5 and 6, the
apex court ruled, according to
the opposition party officials
attending the hearing held
under tight security.

Major political parties and
an election commission mem-
ber Ratnajeevan Hoole on
Monday dragged Sirisena to the
Supreme Court, challenging his
move of dissolving Parliament,
almost 20 months before its
term was to end. PTI

Detailed report on P12
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As many as 60 retired
bureaucrats and diplomats

have questioned the “uncon-
scionable and unwarranted
delay” on the part of the
Comptroller and Auditor
General (CAG) in bringing
out the audit reports on
demonetisation and Rafale
deal.

Expressing concern, for-
mer bureaucrats said the audit
reports on demonetisation and
Rafale deal were being “delib-
erately” delayed to not “embar-
rass” the NDA Government till
next year’s general elections.
There was no immediate reac-
tion from the CAG. 

In an open letter, which
was also sent to President
Ram Nath Kovind, former
civil servants pointed out that

the CAG’s audit reports on the
2G scam, coal scam, Adarsh
scam and Commonwealth
Games, which influenced pub-
lic perception of the then
Government’s action, had
invited appreciation from var-
ious quarters.

In the letter, they said
there was concern over the
“unconscionable” and “unwar-
ranted delay” in bringing out
the audit reports on demon-
etisation and the Rafale fight-
er jet deal, and the reports
should be tabled before
Parliament in the Winter
Session. The CAG’s failure to
present the audit reports on
note ban and the Rafale deal in
time “may be seen as a parti-
san action” and could create a
“crisis of credibility” for the
institution, the letter said.

Continued on Page 4
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Adding fuel to the fire,
senior Congress MLA

Sundarlal Tiwari here alleged
RSS exhibits all the symbols of
a terror outfit. However, PCC
has distanced itself from the
statement.

Tiwari’s utterance came
while he was speaking to the
media and was posed with a
query on Congress plans to ban
entry of government staffers
into RSS shakhas.

RSS is purely a political
outfit, he said. Even those are
political outfits are good but
this organisation which got
Gandhi killed in the country.
It’s an organization that
foments hatred in the state and
entire country, Tiwari son of
former assembly speaker
Sriniwas Tiwari claimed.

“They incite social hatred
and enmity on the basis of reli-
gion.” Indian tricolor is never
seen in the shakahas orga-
nized by the Sangh and all these
are symbols of terrorism,
alleged the senior MLA from

Rewa.
The remarks came a day

after when MPCC president
Kamal Nath tried dousing the

fire on the matter saying the
party only intends to ban gov-
ernment staffers from RSS
shakhas and the RSS was free
to hold as many shakhas as it
wants to.

Whatever the Congress has
announced in the manifesto, I
support it completely, he added
further.

Reacting angrily to Tiwari’s
outburst, BJP spokesperson
Rajnish Agrawal accused the
Congress party of always sid-
ing with Islamic terror groups.
Even in the CM tenure of
Digvijay Singh, the Congress
did not ban Student Islamic
Movement of India (SIMI)
when Singh said that he would
ban SIMI only after banning
Bajrang Dal (youth wing of
Vishwa Hindu Parishad).

Congress Ideation Cell
chairman Bhupendra Gupta
tried to steer clear of the con-
troversy saying party’s stand
has been clarified by the MPCC
chief. On Tiwari’s remarks,
Gupta said that the party would
seek a clarification from him
after looking into his statement.
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Justice SK Seth will take oath
as Chief Justice of the

Madhya Pradesh High Court
Wednesday.

High Court Registrar
(Administration) Satish
Chandra Rai said that
Governor Anandiben Patel will
administer the oath of office to
Justice Seth in Bhopal.

Seth, the senior-most judge
of the MP High Court at pre-
sent, was made acting Chief
Justice after Chief Justice
Hemant Gupta was elevated to
the Supreme Court. Seth will be
the 24th Chief Justice of the MP
High Court.

Before becoming a high
court judge, Seth had served as
an additional advocate gener-
al. He was enrolled as an advo-
cate on July 24, 1981 and prac-
tised in Jabalpur. He was
appointed a high court judge
on March 21, 2003 and was
made a permanent judge on
January 19, 2004, as per the
high court website.
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Punjab Government’s
Finance Minister and

national spokesman of
Congress Manpreet Singh
Badal has said that minds
could be hired or purchased,
but those in Government need
to have courage to take tough
decisions.

Talking about the Punjab
government, he said, “When
we came to power in Punjab,
the treasuries were completely
empty. We abolished the truck
unions that used to act as
mafias in the State. It required
a lot of courage to take deci-
sions.”

He claimed that the gov-
ernments function on policies
and the Punjab government
prepared policies in the direc-
tions of prosperity. “I believe
the governments function on
the lines of family budgets.
There are two options- whether
reduce the expenses or increase
the income. We worked on
both the directions and suc-
ceeded,” he said.

While talking to The
Pioneer, Badal said that in the
previous government, drugs
sale was rampant in Punjab, but
after the Congress government
has come to power, it is on
decline. “We had received this
problem from the previous
government, but we acted
strongly against it and our
efforts are yielding results. I
assure you that soon, it would
be controlled completely,” he
added.

He claimed that terrorism
was eradicated in Punjab only
by the Congress.

Talking about his austeri-

ty measures, Badal informed
that soon after he assumed
office as Finance Minister, he
ordered not to operate gov-
ernment offices in private
buildings. This saved a lot of
funds that the government was
paying as rents. “In the first
year, we reduced our losses
from Rs 1800 crore to Rs 1500
crore,” he added.

Badal claimed that GST is
a disaster. In past three years,
there have been 1,000 amend-
ments, which is ridiculous. He
informed that during Congress
regime in Centre, original draft
was prepared by UPA and the
tax slab in GST was around 12
to 16 per cent.
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Punjab Finance
M i n i s t e r

Manpreet Singh
Badal Tuesday
alleged that the
N D A
Government led
by Prime
Minister Narenda Modi was
bent on ruining the country.

He also blamed the Modi
government for wreaking
havoc for the economy
through decisions like demon-
etisation and GST. "After the
independence in 1947, we built

a nest, which is
India. We got
independence
after toils and
sacrifices...It did
not come easily.
But sadly, instead
of protecting it,
the prime minis-
ter is bent on
ruining the

country," he told media per-
osns.

Badal said Congress never
anticipated that the people
currently calling the shots at
the Centre would destroy the
good works carried out by his
party in the last 70 years.
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Once rejected by audience
and critics upon its release,

the film ‘Mera Naam Joker’ is
considered as a classic today.
The film marked the grand
opening of film festival ‘Ekagra’
at Bharat Bhavan here on
Tuesday.

The festival is being organ-
ised by Chhavi wing of Bharat
Bhavan in the memory of Raj
Kapoor. Mera Naam Joker is a
1970 Indian drama film, direct-
ed and produced by Raj
Kapoor, and written by Khwaja
Ahmad Abbas. 

The film stars Kapoor as
the eponymous character, with
Simi Garewal, Kseniya
Ryabinkina and Padmini in
supporting roles, and was also
the debut of Rishi Kapoor. The
plot focuses on a clown who
must make his audience laugh

at the cost of his own sorrows.
Three women who shaped his
life view his final performance.

The film is one of the
lengthiest films of Indian cin-
ema. After Sangam became a
blockbuster, Mera Naam Joker
was highly anticipated as it was
under production for six years
and heavily publicized, loose-
ly based on Kapoor's own life.
The film's music, still very
popular, was composed by

Shankar Jaikishan, for which
the duo got their ninth Filmfare
award.

Chubby Raj Ranbir lives a
poor lifestyle in Southern
India along with his widowed
mom. Raj studies in a presti-
gious school while his mom
stitches clothes for a living.
When Raj finds out his father's
profession, he decides to fol-
low his footsteps, much to cha-
grin of his mother. Thus
begins Raj's journey. He
becomes the joker.

Along the way, Raju loves
and loses, but must always
keep a smile on his face
because, in the words of his cir-
cus manager, "The show must
go on." Over six years in the
making, Mera Naam Joker is
Raj Kapoor's semi-autobio-
graphical story of the life, love,
and philosophy of an enter-
tainer.
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Keeping in mind the infor-
mation regarding the

impact of Zika Virus in some
cities of the State, adequate pre-
cautionary measures have been
taken in the districts. Survey
teams have been formed in the
districts under the direction of
physicians and blood and urine
is being examined of people
with preliminary symptoms.

Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan on Tuesday
convened a meeting of senior
officials of Health Department
at his residence and directed
them to take all measures to
stop Zika virus.

The Chief Minister
reviewed departmental prepa-
rations in detail and expressed
satisfaction over the steps
taken. He instructed to further
strengthen the preparations
for the implementation of the
scheme for prevention of Zika
Virus.

It was told at the meeting
that not a single death has been
reported in the state till date
due to Zika virus. It was
informed that Zika is a normal
virus, so there is no need to
panic. Arrangement has been
made for examination of even
ordinary fever in all the dis-
tricts. Special arrangements
have been made to examine
pregnant women. Fogging
machine is being used in col-
laboration with Municipal
Corporation for safety from
mosquitoes. All steps are being
taken to ensure people's health.
Special measures have been
taken in cities like Bhopal,
Vidisha and Sehore.

People are also being moti-
vated to take measures to pro-
tect themselves from mosqui-
toes. Along with this, lab facil-
ity has been strengthened to
check the virus in the district
hospitals so that possible cases

are investigated early. The
Health Department's doctors
are in constant touch with the
National Institute of Virology,
Pune.

Additional Chief Secretary,
Health provided information
regarding prevention and con-
trol of Zika Virus and areas
affected by Zika.

Additional Secretary,
Government of India, Manoj
Jhalani, Department of Health
and Family Welfare, apprised
with the protocols of control
activities. He also apprised
with the detailed technical
work of the Central
Government and the NCDC
officials working in the state.
Since more than one city is
affected by the virus, detailed
review of the work plan to con-
trol it is being made.

Chief Secretary BP Singh,
Gauri Singh, Additional Chief
Secretary, Health, Principal
Secretary to the Chief Minister,
Principal Secretary, Urban
Administration and Housing,
Commissioner, Health,
Commissioner Urban
Administration and Housing,
Commissioner, Public
Relations Commissioner,
Municipal Commissioner,
Director, NCDC New Delhi
and other departmental officers
were present during the meet-
ing.
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Urban Udya Social
Development Society

organised a programme to cel-
ebrate the children on Tuesday
at St. Raphael’s co-ed school,
Bhopal.

The event was based on the
theme of child rights. As many
as 170 children from
Bagmuglaiya, Dholak Basti,
Sanjay Nagar and Jatkhedi
slums of Bhopal participated in
the programme. 

The objective of this pro-
gramme was to motivate these
children to participate in var-
ious activities and to encourage
stage performance and to pro-
vide a platform where they can
showcase their ability and cre-
ativity and aware them about
their rights. 

Through this event Uday

has tried to give them a space
where they can keep their
views.

Celebration began with a
prayer service conducted by
brothers. It was followed by
welcome speech by Sonu
Solanki (Programme officer).
Later, children from jatkhedi
and sanjay nagar slums per-
formed street play based on
child labour, children from
Bagmugaliya and Dholak Basti

given colourful dance perfor-
mances on patriotic songs.

A thoughtful speech was
given by Br Dinesh. Father
Anbu Director of SVD Vidya
Bhawan was present as specual
guest of the programme. He
motivated children towards
education, he shared that edu-
cation is the primary tool of
children so it is our responsi-
bility to encourage them for
education. Mayank Dixit
Labour inspector asked chil-
dren to stop child labour and
if any child found, then we
should call child line 1098 and
also urge to aware other chil-
dren and parents about it.

The School uniforms were
distributed to the children who
are taking coaching classes at St.
Raphael Co-ed School. Later,
prizes were also distributed to
the winners of competitions.
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Chief Electoral Officer VL
Kanta Rao said that after

imposition of the code of con-
duct, about 4 lakh litres of illic-
it liquor worth � 9.57 crore,
liquor and drugs and intoxicants
worth � 5.45 crore, illegal gold,
silver worth � 7.43 crore, � 20.58
crore cash of and other mater-
ial worth � 6.39 crore has been
seized between October 6 and
November 10. 

This way gold and silver,
illicit liquor, narcotics and cash
worth � 50 crore has been con-
fiscated in approximately 35
days, whereas a seizure of �
27.61 crore was made in the pre-
vious assembly election 2013.

Kantha Rao informed that
all the candidates have to men-
tion all cases in which criminal
cases are pending against them
or the faults have been proved

in the Form-26 in an affidavit
given by the Election
Commission of India. All these
affidavits have to be published
thrice in newspapers and tele-
cast in TV channels on their
own expense.  The font size
should be standard at the time
of transmission. The length of
the broadcast should not be less
than 7 seconds.

In addition, C-4 and C-5
formats have been given by the
Election Commission of India.
In the C-4 format, candidates
will have to submit the details
of the publication and broad-
cast of the criminal record
with the related documents
within 30 days with the election
expenditure of the District
Election Officer or RO and the
political parties will have to
submit the report in connec-
tion with publication and
broadcasting within 30 days to

the Chief Electoral Officer.
Rao said that Election

Commission has reserved 7
election symbols for 7 recog-
nized national political parties
and 10 election symbols for
recognized political parties of
other states. 84 election sym-
bols are reserved for non-rec-
ognized registered political
parties on the condition that
they will have 5 per cent can-

didates in the fray for the
assembly elections.

Chief Electoral Officer said
that after imposition of the
Code of Conduct, 8,074 com-
plaints were received in which
7,115 complaints have been
resolved. Total 1463 complaints
have been received on C-Vigil
App out of which 1428 com-
plaints have been resolved.
Maximum 163 complaints were

received from Sagar. In each
assembly constituency, 9 inves-
tigating teams are functioning
in which 3 permanent, 3 visits
and 3 teams will take action on
receiving complaints and infor-
mation.

Five crore 4 lakh 33 thou-
sand 79 voters are registered in
the electoral rolls for the
Assembly Election 2018 in the
state which include 2,63,01,300
are male voters, 2,41,30,390
female voters and 1,389 trans-
genders. Total 62,172 are ser-
vice voters. In this way total
5,04,95,251 voters are included.

Rao said that the press
should adhere to all the instruc-
tions and orders issued by the
Chief Electoral Officer and
Returning Officer from time to
time. Any newspaper and
channel will not publish the
exit polls until the final voting
is held.
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The Cyber Crime cell
nabbed a 48-year-old man

from Rewa on the charge of his
involvement in posting inde-
cent morphed photograph over
Facebook of a city based
woman; a case was registered
on Monday. 

According to the police, the
accused Santosh Kumar Shukla
send indecent morphed pho-
tograph over Facebook after the
victim declined his friend
request. 

The victim lodged a com-
plaint with the cyber cell stat-
ing that on her Facebook she
was receiving indecent pho-
tographs. Based on the com-
plaint after the preliminary
investigations the police have
registered a case under sections
201, 292 and 507 of the IPC
and section 67 and 67 A of the
IT Act.

During the investigation it
was found that the Facebook

account was operated from
Sirmaur in Rewa. The police
narrowed down on the accused
who was identified as Santosh
Kumar Shukla in Sirmaur. 

The accused was quizzed
in which he confessed that he
sent a friend request to the vic-
tim which was declined by
her and frustrated by the action
by victim he downloaded an
obscene photograph and send
it over victim’s Facebook. He
confessed that he had sent
obscene and indecent mes-
sages to several women. Police
said that the accused is Social
Media Addict. 

The police in the investi-
gation found that the accused
used to work for Radison
Consultant as laboratory tech-
nician in Gujarat. The accused
confessed that he wanted to
harass the victim after she
refused to accept her friend
request and sent her an inde-
cent photograph over
Facebook.
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Miscreants targeted a house
in Alkapuri under

Baghsewania police station
area and escaped with valuables
worth � 1.5 lakh on Monday.
Police said that the house of
Narmada Solomon at Alkapuri
was burgled and valuables
worth � 1 lakh were taken away. 

According to the police,
victim along with his mother
had gone to celebrate Diwali in
Delhi and when they returned
on Monday they found that the
house was burgled. The locks
of the door were broken and on
entering the house it was found
that the house was ransacked.
The family found that cash and
valuables were missing. The
almirah which was having
valuables were targeted and
broken to take the valuables.

In the initial investigation
police found that apart from the
cash and jewellery, other valu-
ables of the house were not dis-
turbed which suggests that the
miscreants were aware of the
valuables. The burglary took
place four days. The domestic
help and security personnel
guards of the area would be ques-
tioned and CCTV cameras
installed in the nearby areas
would be examined.

Meanwhile, valuables
worth Rs 65000 were burgled
from Geet Homes under
Ayodhya Nagar police station
area on Monday. The victim
Mithlesh Singh Sisodiya works
with CRPF and on November
4 he had gone to Shajapur to
visit his ailing grandfather and
when he returned on Monday
valuables were found missing. 

In the complaint victim has
claimed that gold and silver
jewelry worth around �65,000
was burgled. The police have
registered a case under section
457 and 380 of the IPC and
have started further investiga-
tion.
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Two Roll Ball skaters from
Campion School Bhopal

performed well in State level
and now selected in Madhya
Pradesh Roll Ball Team for
10th Mini National Roll Ball
Championship. This National
Competition is going to be
held for three days from
November 15 to 17, 2018 in
Vadodara Gujarat. This com-
petition is organising by the
‘Bhartiya Roll Ball Sangh’.

Campionites Divyansh
Kumar Chauhan and Shankh
Goyal from std V are the Roll
Ball skaters who put their
extra ordinary effort to be
selected in this competition
and representing the School
and Madhya Pradesh Roll Ball
Team in this National Level
Roll Ball Skating Competition

in different age categories of
Boys.

Both the Roll Ball skaters
preparing themselves for this
State level competition under
the guidance of Physical
Education Teacher and Coach
Sanjay Mishra. In this compe-
tition hundreds of skaters from
different Government, Private
CBSE schools from All over
India will be participating.

Principal Fr Athnas Lakra,
SJ, Vice-Principal Fr Amritlal
Toppo SJ, Headmistress Sister
Lily D’Souza and Physical
Education Department HOD
Johnsy Koshy Sir congratulat-
ed to Coach Sanjay Mishra and
both the Roll Ball skaters for
their selection in this National
Level competition and gave
their best wishes for best per-
formances in this upcoming
competition.
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After the success of the first
season, Kaal Bhairav

Rahasya, the second season of
the serial will woo the audience.
The lead actress of the serial
Aditi Gupta was in city to talk

about the show here on Tuesday.
While interacting with the

media persons, she said, “India
has had age old history associat-
ed with myths legends folklore
and one of the biggest myths has
been that of the curses. There are
mysteries that sometimes remain

unexplained for centuries. And
one such enigma is the subject
matter of Kaal Bhairav Rahasya
2.”

The show reveals an
unsolved mystery of a family
based in a fictitious village set in
Madhya Pradesh. In the second

season will narrate an engrossing
and gripping tale of a royal fam-
ily residing in Kanakgarh, which
has been under the spell of a
deadly curse since 150 years.

“A curse that ensures death
of every male heir born in the
family will die before his 30th
birthday. After an intriguing
clash between myth and mystery
of Kaal Bhairav Rahasya, this
season promises to keep the
audience intrigued, reveling in
this genre of unseen and
unheard of reality” she said
while telling about the show.

The show stars Gautam
Rode along with Aditi Gupta in
a lead role. Aditi said that the
unpredictability of Kaal Bhairav
Rahasya’s curse will make the
viewers wonder about the adver-
sity of truth and superstitions
believed to prevail in this village.

She signed off saying, “I am
thrilled to return to television
as Archana and with Kaal
Bhairav Rahasaya. The show
provides its viewers a vicarious
thrill.  Adding to this experi-
ence, we wanted to make our
first announcement as disrup-
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The full bench of election
commission on Tuesday

held meetings with various
stakeholders at Indore to
review poll preparedness for
Assembly elections in Madhya
Pradesh. A high-level team of
the Election Commission
headed by Chief Election
Commissioner, OP Rawat first
had a meeting with District
Returning officers,
Superintendent of police of
various districts and other
senior officials in Indore to
review the poll preparations.

Election Commission has
expressed satisfaction over elec-
tion preparations in 18 districts
of Indore, Ujjain and
Narmadapuram divisions of
the state.

C M Y K

C M Y K
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Both Bhratiya Janata Party
(BJP) and Congress camps

are busy putting their efforts to
keep their houses in order as
the last date for withdrawing
nominations in Nov 14.

Known for often landing
his own party in trouble with
his off the cuff remarks, former
Chief Minister has emerged as
the troubleshooter for the
grand old party this time as
chairman of Co-ordination
committee. Meanwhile the
onus of persuading sulking
party leaders is jointly shoul-
dered by seniors including
Narendra Singh Tomar, state
president Rakesh Singh, state in
charge Vinay Sahastrabuddhe
and others.

The rebellion however
seems graver for BJP than
opposition Congress.

The saffron party which is

battling massive unrest among
cadre following ticket distrib-
ution is till now have tasted lit-
tle success while persuading
seniors Jirtendra Singh Bundela
and Chandar Singh Sisodia in
withdrawing nomination from
Maharajpur and Garoth after
intervention of district units.

Influential rebels who still
remain in the fray to concern
the party include Santosh Joshi
from Susner, Ghasiram Patel
from Rajnagar, Ramdayal
Ahirwar from Chandla, Ajay
Yadav from Khargapur, former
MLA Shantilal Bilwal from

Jhabua, Vel Singh Bhuria form
Sardarpur, Iqbal Singh Gandhi
from Ujjain South and Jitendra
Singh Pandya whose name was
earlier announced in the list.

Former Gwalior mayor
Samiksha Gupta too joined
ranks with the rebel announc-
ing to contest as an indepen-
dent over denial of ticket.

In Bhopal, ex MLAs
Jitendra Daga has filed nomi-
nation from Huzur while
another former MLA
Brahmanand Ratnakar has
rebelled from Berasia. Party
seniors who are yet to withdraw
their dissent include Narendra
Singh Kushwah from Bhind,
Lalit Porwal from Indore-3,
former minister KL Agrawal
from Bamori, Jaipal Singh
Chawda from Rau, Dhiraj
Pateria from Jabalpur from
North, Ramkrishna Kusmaria
who filed nomination from
Damoh and Patharia.
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The Bharatiya Janata Party
leaders, including Union

Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar and National Vice-
President Prbahat Jha have
been making efforts to placate
Sameeksha Gupta, the ex-
mayor of Gwalior who is dis-
gruntled over denial of ticket
for the Assembly elections.

After having filed his nom-
ination papers as an
Independent candidate, Gupta
declined to accept the cajole
efforts of BJP leaders. On
Tuesday evening, she convened
a press conference and
announced that she has quit the
saffron party for contesting
election.

Fearing that the revolt by
the popular leader will be detri-
mental to the party’s image
ahead of the elections, the BJP
pressed its main troubleshoot-
ers to pacify her.

They swung into action
and tried to stop the damage by

placating the ex- mayor. The
dissident mayor was called to
Narendra Singh’s official resi-
dence where the leaders held
discussions with her for close
to 8 hours without reaching any
final decision.

Earlier in the day, Gwalior
Mayor Vivek Shewalkar,
Organizational Secretary
Shailendra Barua and
Additional Election In charge
Rajesh Solanki had called on
her at her residence to convince
her to reconsider the decision.
The leaders had also held dis-
cussions with Sameeksha’s hus-
band, Rajeev Gupta and father-

in- law, Naresh Gupta.
According to sources close to
the family, the ex-mayor’s fam-
ily was really annoyed at the
way she is being treated by the
party.

Around 3 pm, Narayan
Singh Kushwaha, BJP leader
and the party candidate from
Gwalior South too visited
Sameeksha Gupat’s father-in-
law Naresh Gupta, entreating
him to convince her. He was
accompanied by some local
leaders and a few leaders from
Uttar Pradesh. It is to be noted
here that Sameeksha too had
filled in the form from Gwalior
South to contest the elections.

While coming out, the
leaders, including Narayan
Singh Kushwaha refused to
talk to the media but it was
clear that they hadn’t got any
positive assurance from the
ex-mayor’s in-law. As the last
day for withdrawing of the
nomination paper is just hours
away, there is certainly tension
in the part circles.
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The city school students gave
different look to their imag-

ination and presented their
immense talent on stage at the
State level Performing Arts
Competition 2018. The com-
petition had a grand closure at
Subhash Government Higher
Secondary School.

Here on Tuesday,
Additional Director of
Department of Public Interest
(DPI) Kamla Acharya was pre-
sent as the chief guest on the
occasion. Besides, Joint
Director, DPI Rajeev Singh
Tomar was also present.

On the last day there were
performances of solo dance
and music which were beauti-
fully presented by the students.
The students actively partici-
pated in musical recitation
competition as well and added
rhythm to their imagination
and creativity.  The students

confidently showcased their
talent leaving the audience
mesmerised.

It is to be noted that state
level performing arts competi-
tion was first organised in year
2015 and was initiated by DPI.
The main aim behind organiz-
ing the event was to enhance
the skills of the students in per-
forming arts as well as give
them a platform to showcase
their talent.

The event was an extrava-
gance for the students as they
enjoyed and participated in
various competitions which
not only match up to their skills
but also brush-up their qualities
in extra-curricular activities.

The students were over-
whelmed to watch the dance
skills of their classmates under
the event group dance and
were also astonished to see the
innovative ideas that created the
enjoyable atmosphere during
the performances.
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Four persons including two
women were booked by

Jehangirabad police for kid-
napping, keeping captive for
six days and assaulting a 21-
year-old nursing student near
Badwali masjid; on Monday
victim managed to escaped
and approached police to
lodged complaint. 

The victim refused to
marry the accused Shoaib
alias Nikka after she came to
know about criminal record
of the accused. 

Frustrated over the refusal
accused along with his moth-
er and sister kidnapped victim
and held her captive for six
days. 

SHO Jehangirabad police
Anil Bajpai said that in the
preliminary investigations
claims made by the victim
were found true and more
details could be revealed after
the absconding accused

would be nabbed. 
He said that the victim

was kidnapped by the accused
with the help of her mother
and sister and held captive 

But her indecent video
was made or not could be
found only after the miscre-
ants are nabbed. 

The victim was contacted
by the Shoaib on November 6
and when the victim was at
Pul Bogdha he came along
with his mother Mumtaz and
sister Hina and tried to per-
suade her for marriage but she

refused after which they kid-
napped her and took her to a
room near Badwali masjid
and in the night 

She was assaulted by
Shoaib’s uncle Bhura. On
Monday victim managed to
escape and informed parents
and lodged complaint with
the police. 

The police have regis-
tered a case under section
294, 323, 506, 354 and 366 of
the IPC and started search for
the absconding accused inves-
tigation.
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A45-year-old electrician
died after his motorbike

was hit by a speeding truck
near Bhadbhada village under
Sukhisewania police in the
evening on Monday. 

According to Sukhisewania
police an injured man was
rushed to a nearby hospital
after his motorbike was hit by
a speeding truck and where he
was declared dead. 

In the initial investigation
the deceased was identified as
Leelakishan and used to work
as electrician. 

Police said that deceased
was returning home after work.
The villagers tried to nab the
driver but he managed to
escape the spot leaving the
truck which was later seized by
the police. 

The accident took place at
around 6 in the evening and
collision proved fatal for the
deceased. Body was sent for the

post mortem after the prelim-
inary investigation and a case
under section 304 A of the IPC
was registered by the police.
Search for the errant abscond-
ing accused was started by the
police. 

Meanwhile, a 35-year-old
man committed suicide by
hanging with the ceiling at
Amrai under Sukhisewania
police station area on Monday. 

According to Sukhisewania
police, the deceased
Radhyeshyam was found hang-
ing and declared dead when
taken to a nearby hospital.

After the preliminary
investigation the body was
sent for the post mortem. The
police have registered a case
under section 174 of the CrPC
and started further investiga-
tion. The reason of the suicide
remained unknown and would
be investigated. The family
members were not able to
provide reason behind the sui-
cide. 
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Gandhi Nagar police have a
miscreant serving extern-

ment from BDA Quarter
Godermau and recovered two
guns and one live cartridge
from his possession on
Tuesday.

Acting on a tip off a mis-
creant was nabbed from BDA
Quarters and recovered one
pistol, one country made pis-
tol and one live cartridge.

The miscreant was identi-
fied as Mukesh Prajapati of
Sudama Nagar Aishbagh.

The police have registered
a case under section 25 and 27
of the Arms Act and started
further investigation.

The drive which started
from November 6 witnessed
action of bound over / NSA
against 84 criminals, more
than 10000 people have been
bound over and 9000 people
have been issued with red card
while more than 1000 lt liquor

illegally transported or pos-
sessed has been seized. 

Meanwhile a cash reward
of Rs 10000 was declared by
ADG Cyber crime Aruna
Mohan Roa for providing
details of absconding accused
Sanjeev Shah alias Bala Shah of
Gaziabad Uttar Pradesh who
was involved in cheating
numerous victims in the name
of facilitating jobs and duped
lakhs of rupees using different
bank accounts.

The gang used to dupe job
seekers and would cheat in the
name of facilitating jobs.
Different bank accounts were
used by the absconding
accused for collecting money
from the victims and would
later channelize and distribute
the money among the gang
members. 

The police have registered
a case under section 420, 466,
467,468,471, 474, 34 and 120 B
of the IPC and section 66 D of
the IT Act.
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Indira Gandhi Rashtriya
Manav Sangrahalaya, Bhopal

is organising "Tribal Literature
Festival 2018" in its campus on
14 December, 2018, where we
like to have following events:
Reading/reciting poetry, short
story, traditional storytelling,
Seminar on Tribal Literature
and Languages: Contribution
and concerns, Cultural pro-
grammes and Ethnic Cuisine,
Exhibition/workshop etc, from
December 14 to 16, 2018 at
IGRMS, Bhopal. This three-day
programme will be organized
at the Tribal Habitat Open-air
Exhibition.
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AHindi play ‘Pratha’ based
on the ridiculous super-

stitious beliefs was staged at
Jawahar Bal Bhavan here on
Tuesday. The play was per-
formed under the series of
stage performances.

Written by Sanjay Garg,
the play was directed by KG
Trivei. As many as 20 children
of Jawahar Bal Bhavan par-
ticipated in the play perfor-
mance. The story of the play
revolves around the life of a
family who faces ups and
downs and finally falls into
the bog of superstitious
beliefs.

The play begins with intro-
ducing the characters on stage.
There is a family who has lost
its elder son. Ram Sajeevan, his

wife Savitri and their younger
son live together. They have lost
their elder son due to a dead-
ly disease.

The life of the family
members, their perceptions
and their outlooks and their
beliefs are showcased in the
play. On one hand, the family

is said to be a modern family
but on the other hand they are
stuck in the net spread by
Parihar Baba. The entire fam-
ily follow Parihar Baba.

One day, Ram Sajivan’s
younger son fell ill and instead
of going to the doctor, Ram
Sajivan considered going to
Parihar Baba. Parihar Baba is a
thug and loots people in the
name of spiritual beliefs.

When Parihar Baba exam-
ines the son, he asked Ram
Sajivan to sacrifice the life of a
kid of goat. Ram Sajivan buys
the kid from a goat vendor. In
few days only the family starts
loving the goat immensely.
Despite the fact that everybody
loved the goat, Parihar Baba
and Ram Sajivan sacrificed his
life. The play ends with a
strong message.
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From Page 1
Reliance is 10 per cent out

of the 40, while rest 30 per cent
is a direct agreement between
these companies and Dassault,”
Trappier said.

On the pricing issue, the
CEO said that the present air-
craft are cheaper by 9 per cent.
“Price of 36 was exactly the
same when you compare with
18 flyaway. Thirty-six is the
double of 18, so as far as I was
concerned, it should have been
double the price. But because
it was Government to
Government, there was some
negotiation, I had to decrease
price by 9 per cent. The price
of Rafale in flyaway condition
is less expensive in the 36 con-
tract than the 126 contract,” he
said.

When asked about the ini-
tial agreement with Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL)

and the subsequent breakdown
of talks with the Indian PSU for
production of Rafale jets, the
Dassault CEO said that if the
initial deal of 126 jets went
through they would not have
hesitated to work with HAL
and Mukesh Ambani-led
Reliance.

“It’s because the 126 didn’t
go smooth that the
Government of India had to
reconfigure to urgently acquire
36 from France. And then I
took the decision to continue
with Reliance, and HAL even
said in the last few days that
they were not interested to be
part of the offset. So, it has been
done by my decision and the
decision of Reliance to invest in
a new private company,” added
Trappier.

He added that Dassault
was earlier in discussions with
several other companies for off-

set tie-ups. “Obviously, we
could have gone to Tata or
other family groups. At that
time, the decision to go ahead
was not given to Dassault. We
were in 2011, Tata was also dis-
cussing with other flying com-
panies. We finally decided to go
ahead with Reliance as they
have experience in big engi-
neering facilities,” Trappier
said.

“We chose Ambani by our-
selves. We already have 30
partners other than Reliance,”
Trappier added.

Talking about the aircraft,
the Dassault CEO explained
that the present planes will have
all necessary equipments but
not weapons and missiles. “The
weapons will be sent in differ-
ent contract. But the aircraft
with everything other than
weapons will be dispatched by
Dassault,” he said.

From Page 1
The bureaucrats claimed

that the CAG had been accused
of “nit-picking and focusing on
trivial issues on the one hand,
and for audit over-reach on the
other”, but never for having the
need to be reminded of its con-
stitutional duties, or of work-
ing under any pressure from
the Government of the day.

The signatories of the let-
ter included former IPS officer
and former Ambassador to
Romania Julio F Riberio, for-
mer IAS officer turned social
activist Aruna Roy, former
Pune Police commissioner
Meeran Borwankar, former
CEO of Prasar Bharti Jawahar
Sircar, former envoy to Italy K
P Fabian and officers from
Central and all India services.

Quoting from media
reports on demonetisation, the
former bureaucrats said the
then CAG Shashi Kant Sharma
had pointed out that the audit
would cover the expenditure on
printing of notes, the RBI’s div-

idend to the Consolidated
Fund of India and the huge
amount of data generated by
banks.

They also said it was also
stated that the effectiveness of
the follow-up action taken by
the Income Tax Department in
identifying potential tax
evaders and pursuing action
against them, among others,
would also be covered. 

“It is more than 20 months
since the previous CAG made
the above statement but there
is no sight of the promised
audit report on demonetisa-
tion,” the letter said.

The letter claimed that
there were reports that the
audit of the Rafale deal would
be done as late as September
2018, but the related files were
yet to be scrutinised by the
CAG.  The precise stage of the
audit is therefore “unclear”, it
said. 

The ex-bureaucrats said
the CAG’s audit reports on the
2G, Coal, Adarsh,

Commonwealth Games scams
had influenced public percep-
tion of the then UPA
Government’s actions and had
invited appreciation from var-
ious quarters.

Due to the cacophony of
claims and counterclaims,
accusations and mudslinging in
the media and elsewhere, citi-
zens do not know what the
reality is, the former bureau-
crats said, insisting that the
CAG make timely submission
of the audit reports so that peo-
ple can make an informed
choice while voting.

The CAG functions as a
watchdog and it is its duty to
ensure that every financial
transaction is as per rule, sanc-
tion, provision and propriety,
and guided by the principles of
economy, efficiency and effec-
tiveness. 

In the past, the former
bureaucrats had attacked the
Government over rising intol-
erance in the country and the
Kathua gang rape case
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Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal on Tuesday

said that the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi would inau-
gurate Kundli-Manesar-Palwal
Expressway and Ballabhgarh
Metro Link and lay foundation
stone of Haryana Vishwakarma
Skill University, Dudhola,
Palwal on November 19.

On this day, the Prime
Minister will also address a
public meeting near
Farukhnagar crossing where he
would dedicate various projects
to the state, the Chief Minister
said while talking to the media
persons at Karnal.

He said that the present
State Government has carried
out equitable development in
the state in last four years
without any discrimination.

He said that soon, MC
elections would be held in
Hisar, Rohtak, Panipat,

Yamunanagar and Karnal.
Manohar Lal further said

that Haryana bagged first place
in the country in Haryana
Gramin Swachh Survekshan-
2018 and Karnal city bagged
first place in the state in urban
ranking and 42nd place in the
country.

He said that the aim of the
government is to take Karnal to
number 10 for which cooper-
ation of people is required.

In order to give the mes-
sage of cleanliness on
'Gurupurab' on November 23,
11,000 lamps would be lighted
in 20 schools of 20 wards of
Municipal Corporation Karnal
on the eve of November 22.  A
Swachhta rally would be organ-
ised on this occasion. This
function would be organised
from 4 pm to 7 pm, he added.

The Chief Minister also
said that officers of Municipal
Corporations of Karnal and
Panipat have been working to

make both
the cities
' D u s t b i n
Free'.

Manohar
Lal said that
he had visited
about nine
places in the
Karnal city to
take stock of
c leanl iness
arrangements
and issued
n e c e s s a r y
directions to
officers.

Replying to a question
regarding development works
in Karnal, he said that various
development works such as
drainage of water, sewerage
system, construction of roads
and installation of tiles have
been carried out.

On being asked to com-
ment on letter of Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal

regarding
v i s i t ing
d i s p e n -
saries in
Haryana,
Manohar
Lal said
that the
D e l h i
C h i e f
Minister
s h o u l d
w o r r y
a b o u t
D e l h i
and not

interfere in other states.
If there is any issue in

Delhi and Haryana
Government could fix it then
Kejriwal should inform him
through a written communi-
cation. The matter would be
considered, he added.

Replying to a question
related to management of
Kalpana Chawla Medical
College, the Chief Minister

said that directions have been
issued to Deputy
Commissioner to constitute
an advisory committee of
retired doctors and get infor-
mation on possible improve-
ments. Their report would be
considered, he added.

Responding to a question,
he said that tender process of
sugar mill has been completed
and soon work on its expansion
would be undertaken. The
crushing season of the mill has
started today, the Chief
Minister said.

He said that efforts are
being made for relocation of
dairy from the city. A com-
mittee has been constituted
for this purpose under the
chairmanship of Animal
Husbandry and Dairying
Minister, OP Dhankar and
after receiving report from the
committee, the dairy would be
relocated to appropriate place,
he added.
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In a bid to achieve 65-plus
seats target in 90-member

state assembly, the ruling BJP
has put its election campaign in
top gear.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, party president Amit
Shah have already addressed
several meetings in recent days,
now Union Home Minister
Rajnath Singh, Uttar Pradesh

Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
and Member of Parliament
Hema Malini will be reaching
Chhattisgarh on Wednesday
for campaigning.

Chhattisgarh’s 18 seats
went to polls on Monday, Nov
12 and polling for remaining 72
seats would be held on
November 20.

Union Home Minister
Rajnath Singh, Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath

and Member of Parliament
Hema Malini will arrive on
November 14 to address pub-
lic meetings across the 72 state
assembly constituencies.

As per programme sched-
ule, Rajnath Singh will land in
Raipur from Delhi at 10.15 am.
He would reach village Dubitya
of Marwahi assembly con-
stituency, at 2.20 pm at
Deendayal Stadium, Budhwari
Bazar, Sakti Assembly con-

stituency and will address pub-
lic meeting 3.35 pm at Masturi
Assembly constituency. He will
return to Raipur by helicopter
by 5.00 pm and spend night in
state capital.

Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath will
reach Raipur from Lucknow at
10.10 am. He would then pro-
ceed for Kurud Assembly con-
stituency, then move to Mini
Stadium Chakradhar Nagar,

Raigarh Assembly constituen-
cy at 12.10 pm, then address a
public meeting at Korba assem-
bly constituency at 1.20 pm,
reach village Sankri under
Takhatpur assembly con-
stituency at 4.00 pm. 

He would proceed for
Lucknow from Chakarbhata
air strip Bilaspur.

Similarly, Member of
Parliament Hema Malini would
reach Raipur from Mumbai at

11.15 am. She will addressing
a public meeting at 12.10 pm at
Kharsia assembly constituency,
then at Dusherra Maidan of
Basna assembly constituency at
1.45 pm. She would then
address two public meetings, at
Rawanbhata Baghbahra assem-
bly constituency at 3.25 pm and
village Bhibhori of Bemetara
Assembly constituency. She
would return to Raipur at 6.30
pm and leave for Agra.
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Chhattisgarh’s main opposi-
tion Congress which is

desperate to return to power
after 15 years in the mineral-
rich State, sacked a senior
party leader and former MLA
Novel Verma on Tuesday on
charges of anti-party activities.

Chhattisgarh Pradesh
Congress Committee Chief
Bhupesh Baghel has issued an
order to this effect.

Novel Verma was acting as
a rebel after party denied him
ticket from Chandrapur assem-
bly constituency and his wife is
contesting as an Independent
candidate from the con-
stituency in this election.

Congress informed that he

was expelled from the party on
allegations that he was working
against the interests of party’s
official candidate from
Chandrapur.

Novel Verma along with
Nitesh Verma were expelled
from the Congress for the peri-
od of six years.

Notably, Novel Verma was
for the first time elected as a
Congress legislator from the
Chandrapur constituency dur-
ing undivided Madhya Pradesh
in 1993. When he was denied
ticket in 2003, he fought the
election as Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) candi-
date and won the election.

In last assembly elections
held in 2013, he again fought
with NCP ticket and lost polls.
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As many as 210 convicts,
including those with seri-

ous offences, are currently out
on loose from Haryana jails
after jumping parole, state Jails
Minister Krishan Lal Panwar
said on Tuesday 

Talking to mediapersons
here, Panwar said the surety of
parole jumpers has been for-
feited in the state and efforts are
being made to nab
them.Haryana is among the
few states which are liberal in
granting parole to the prison-
ers.

Under the Haryana Good
Conduct Prisoners (Temporary
Release) Act, 1988 the State
Government can release a pris-
oner on parole or furlough if a
member of his family has died

or is seriously ill, for marriage
of his close relative, for his
requirement in house con-
struction or agricultural activ-
ity or for any other sufficient
cause. The parole is usually
granted for two to six weeks.

Replying to a question
related to special relaxation to
the prisoners in the state,
Panwar said that the State
Government has given special
relaxation to prisoners on sev-
eral occasions such as
Independence Day, Republic
Day, Haryana Day and Golden
Jubilee of the state.

“Since 2014, maximum
relaxation of two years, one
month and 15 days has so far
been given to prisoners.
Similarly, on the occasion of
Haryana Day 2017 and
Independence Day 2018, spe-

cial relaxation was given to 65
years old women prisoners
and 75 years old men prison-
ers. So far 44 such prisoners
have been released,” he added
while highlighting the achieve-
ments of his Department dur-
ing the past four years of cur-
rent BJP regime.

The Minister said that
open air campus would be
established at district jail Karnal
and Faridabad, for which 30 to
32 houses would be built out-
side jail premises where pris-
oners would be able to live with
their families and would also be
allowed to work.

This facility would be made
available only to those prison-
ers who exhibit good behavior.
This facility is likely to begin by
March next year, he said.

Panwar also said new jails

are being constructed at
Panipat, Rewari and Nuh
which would capacity of 1,000
prisoners each.

Apart from this, three addi-
tional barracks for men are

being constructed at district jail
Jind and Sirsa. Similarly, con-
struction of five barracks for
men and one barrack for
women is under progress in
district Jail Bhiwani, he said.  

Replying to a question
related to the recovery of
mobiles in jails, Panwar said on
recovery of mobile phone from
a prisoner, case can be regis-
tered against him and his sen-

tence period may also be
increased. 

There is a requirement of
140 mobile jammers for all
jails across the state, he said.

In the first phase, 4G jam-
mers would be installed at
Jhajjar, Sonipat, Ambala and
Gurugram at a cost of �6.76
crore and in the second phase,
11 such jammers would be
installed at district Rohtak
and 17 in district Gurugram
at a cost of �17.53 crore,
Panwar added.

There are more than
19000 prisoners in the 19 jails
including three central jails at
Ambala, Hisar-1 and Hisar-II
in the state. 

Panwar said that earlier,
the prisoners had permission
to talk to their family mem-
bers on phone only for 10

minutes. 
The present State

Government has increased
this time limit from 10 to 35
minutes for men and up to 60
minutes for women prisoners.
Apart from this, video calling
facility has also been made
available in 13 jails, he added.

The Minister further said
that earlier, prisoners were
given cashless coupons of
�6,000 to purchase items from
canteen. From November 1,
2018, this amount has been
increased to �8,000, he said.

Replying to a question
regarding smoking in the jails,
Panwar said that earlier, com-
plete ban was imposed on
smoking in jails, but after
getting complaint of irregu-
larity, permission was grant-
ed for smoking in jails.
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Even as the Supreme Court
on Tuesday declined to stay

its verdict allowing entry of
women of all age groups into the
Sabarimala temple, it agreed to
hear in open court on January
22 a batch of review petitions
related to the matter. The review
petitions against the September
28 verdict were taken up ‘in-
chamber’ by a Bench of Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi and
Justices RF Nariman, AM
Khanwilkar, DY Chandrachud
and Indu Malhotra.  In in-
chamber proceedings, the
judges examined review peti-
tions by circulation and lawyers
are not present.

“All the review petitions,
along with all pending applica-
tions, will be heard in open
court on January 22, 2019 before

the appropriate Bench. We
make it clear that there is no stay
of the judgment and order of
this Court dated 28th
September, 2018 passed in Writ
Petition (Civil) No.373 of 2006
(Indian Young Lawyers
Association & Ors. Vs. The State
of Kerala & Ors),” the order said.

There are around 48 peti-
tions seeking review of the
judgement. The apex court,
earlier in the day, had made it
clear that fresh pleas related to
the Sabarimala temple entry will
be heard only after it decides the
earlier petitions seeking review
of the judgment allowing entry
of women of all age groups into
the shrine in Kerala. The Bench
stated this while hearing the
three fresh petitions filed by G
Vijaya Kumar, S Jaya Rajkumar
and Shailaja Vijayan challenging
its September 28 verdict.
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The Congress on Tuesday hit
out at Dassault Aviation

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Eric Trappier, who, in an inter-
view with news agency ANI on
Tuesday, dismissed Congress
president Rahul Gandhi's alle-
gations that he had lied about
the details of the Dassault-
Reliance Joint Venture (JV)
for offset contracts in the Rafale
fighter jet deal. The Congress
termed the interview as "dic-
tated" and said that "manufac-
tured lies" could not "suppress"
the Rafale scam. 

Terming it as a fixed match,
Congress spokeperson
Randeep Singh Surjewala said
in a tweet that the country
needed fair investigation in
the Rafale deal with France.
Rahul Gandhi had also raised
the controversy over the Rafale
deal at a poll rally in
Chhattisgarh. 

Surjewala claimed that
"mutual beneficiaries and co-
accused's statements" did not
hold "any value". He asserted
that "truth" will be revealed in
the matter. "The nation does-
n't need 'doctored explana-
tions' but 'fair investigation'!
Fixed match between BJP Govt
& Dassault and PR Stunts of
PM Modi & Eric Trappier can't
hide the blatant corruption," he
wrote in another tweet.

He was responding to

Dassault Aviation CEO’s
defence of the contract in a
media interview. Trappier has
claimed no wrong-doing in
the �58,000-crore deal, assert-
ing it was a "clean deal".
Trappier also claimed his com-
pany chose Reliance as an off-
set partner.

"Dictated interviews and
manufactured lies cannot cover
up corruption in the Rafale
deal. The first rule of law is
mutual beneficiaries and the
co-accused's statements holds
no value. The second rule is
beneficiaries and accused can-
not be a judge in their own
case. Truth has a way of com-
ing out. Mr Modi, the nation
does not want doctored expla-
nations," Surjewala said. 

"The fixed match between
the BJP and Dassault Aviation
will not hide the scam. The PR
stunt that Eric Trappier and the
Prime Minister Modi are doing
will not cover up the layers of
corruption in the Rafale deal,"
he alleged.

Responding to Rahul's
accusation that he was lying
about the Rafale deal to protect
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Trappier said: "I don't lie.
In my position as CEO, you
don't lie".   Trappier said the
price of the Rafale in a "fly-
away" condition is less expen-
sive in the NDA deal than in
the UPA deal. "Price of 36 [air-
craft] was exactly the same

when you compare with 18 fly-
away.  36 is the double of 18, so
as far as I was concerned, it
should have been double the
price. But because it was
Government-to-Government,
there was some negotiation, I
had to decrease [the] price by
9 per cent . The price of Rafale
in flyaway condition is less
expensive in the 36 contract
than the 126 contract", he said. 

Trappier told ANI that
Anil Ambani's Reliance
Defence was just one several
companies Dassault was part-
nering with to carry out its off-
set obligations.  

"We have already settled

work and agreement with 30
companies, which represents
40 per cent  of total offset oblig-
ation as per contract. Reliance
is 10 per cent out of the 40,
while rest 30 per cent  is a direct
agreement between these com-
panies and Dassault," Trappier
told ANI.

The Centre on Monday
informed the Supreme Court
that the Defence Procurement
Procedure (DPP) as laid out by
the UPA in 2013 was "com-
pletely followed" in the pro-
curement of the 36 jets from
France and the deal was sub-
sequently approved by the
Cabinet Committee on

Security (CCS). 
Mounting a fresh offensive

against the Prime Minister,
Rahul Gandhi tagged a media
report with his tweet alleging
that the Government has
thrown up more "wrong-
doings" by Modi in the Rafale
deal in its affidavit before the
apex court.  

Rahul in his latest tweet
alleged that Modi has admitted
to "theft" in the Rafale deal
before the Supreme Court and
changes in the contract without
asking the IAF.

"Modi ji has admitted to his
theft in the Supreme Court. In
the affidavit, he admitted to
changes in the contract without
asking the Air Force and put
�30,000 crore in Ambani's
pocket. 

"The picture is still to come,
my friend," Gandhi said in a
tweet in Hindi.
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Preliminary results of the
world's largest-ever multi-

centre randomised trial on
cardiac rehabilitation and of
health potential of Yoga have
proved what yoga practitioners
have been claiming for long:
that yoga works. 

The results of the study
which were presented at the
American Heart Association
Scientific Session in Chicago
last week have shown that
YogaCaRe has the potential to
be an alternative to the con-
ventional cardiac rehabilita-
tion, which is almost non-
existent and costly in low-and
middle-income countries like
India. 

The study spanning five-
years holds importance given
that modern day medicine
demands evidence of benefit
for interventions for its wider
acceptance especially amongst
medical research community.
However, what's the best about
the yoga is that it is safe, rela-
tively inexpensive, does not
need an elaborate infrastruc-
ture, culturally acceptable and
improves quality of life.

"Cardiac rehabilitation is
virtually nonexistent in low-
and middle-income countries

in India due to its high cost and
the need for a multidisciplinary
team. Even in high-income
countries, uptake of cardiac
rehabilitation is 25 per cent to
35 per cent and is particularly
poor among the elderly and
women who may prefer gentler
and simpler approaches. There
is a high unmet need for cardiac
rehabilitation," D Prabhakaran,
Professor of chronic disease epi-
demiology and Vice President
at the Public Health Foundation
of India said.

Prabhakaran and col-
leagues conducted study on
3,959 patients in 24 centres in
India to find if yoga can be an
alternative means to cardiac
rehabilitation, as it addresses
the same three main compo-
nents: stress reduction, physi-
cal fitness and lifestyle changes.

"This study is a step in that
direction. I hope that this study
spurs several such large rigor-
ously performed trials in other
diseases where Yoga can be
potentially beneficial," said
Professor Ambuj Roy, Professor
of Cardiology at the All India
Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS).

He called the study 'land-
mark' as it shows that use of
Yoga as a CR tool is efficacious
in improving quality of life and

reducing cardiovascular events
among those who completed at
least 75 per cent of the sessions.
This offers a low-cost and cul-
turally-acceptable effective
alternative to standard cardiac
rehabilitation programmes that
are usually complex and expen-
sive, thereby improving lives of
millions of disadvantage peo-
ple worldwide who are in most
need of such care.  "The preva-
lence of ischemic heart disease
in India has increased over by
50 per cent and in terms of
absolute numbers, has
increased from 10 million in
1990 to 24 million in 2016,
Professor Prabhakaran said
highlighting the need for
yogaCaRe. Prof Sanjay Kinra,
Head, Epidemiology, London
School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, Co-Principal
Investigator of the study added,
"Improvements in cardiac care
mean most people nowadays
survive a heart attack. The
focus has therefore shifted to
improving quality of life of sur-
vivors so that they can readjust
better after such a catastroph-
ic event."

The programme was 
funded by the Indian Council
for Medical Research 
(ICMR) and Medical Research
Council (UK). 
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The CBI on Tuesday regis-
tered a case against agency

Deputy Legal Advisor Beena
Raizada under charges of
cheating and forgery for
allegedly falsifying Assessment
Notes of her performance.

According to the FIR,
Raizada has been booked on
allegation of interpolation in
the assessment notes of Head
of Branch, CBI, Anti-
Corruption Bureau, Patna sub-
mitted along with Annual
Performance Appraisal Report
(APAR) by DLA Beena
Raizada.  

The Assessment Notes

allegedly appended by Raizada
along with her APARs for the
years 2014, 2015 and 2016
allegedly certified as "Excellent"
by forging the signature of the
then DIG, CBI, ACB, Patna VK
Singh. 

The CBI earlier conducted
a Preliminary Enquiry against
Raizada during which the then
DIG VK Singh who is now
posted in CBI, Jaipur denied
have signed her Assessment
Notes. Singh also said Raizada
was absent for 90 days during
2014 and 2015 and therefore
there was no question of writ-
ing assessment in her favour for
2016 as he was repatriated to
parent department in 2015. 
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Adelegation  comprising
former Army chief JJ

Singh, BJP MP Meenakshi
Lekhi and three other promi-
nent persons met President
Ram Nath Kovind on Tuesday
and urged  him to ask the
Supreme Court to  notify the
name of a third member of the
SIT formed to supervise probe
into the 1984 anti-Sikh riots
cases  so that the work is not
delayed any further.

"The SIT which was sup-
pose to give its report within
two to three months is not able
to function in absence of a
member and we have gone to
give the representation to the
President of India that there

should be an immediate noti-
fication to name the member,"
Lekhi reportedly said.

Besides Lekhi and Singh,
the other members of the del-
egation included Supreme
Court senior advocate
Rupinder S Suri, Rajasthan
additional advocate general
Gurcharan S Gill and former
MLA R P Singh.

"We, the concerned citizens
are making this fervent appeal
to you for your urgent inter-
vention as the things have
indeed come to a very sorry
pass,"  said a  letter, signed by
Lekhi, Singh, Suri and Gill, said.

The SIT has been empow-
ered to examine afresh evi-
dence in cases which had even
been closed. 
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The Delhi High Court
Tuesday said there is no

urgency in the plea of
Associated Journals Ltd (AJL),
publisher of the National
Herald newspaper, against the
Centre's order asking it to
vacate its headquarters Herald
House by November 15. Justice
Sunil Gaur said it will hear the
AJL's plea on November 15.
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court
also refused to stay the Income
Tax department's order to re-
assess the tax returns of Sonia
Gandhi and Rahul Gandhi and
posted case for hearing on
December 4.

The National Herald pub-
lishing company Associated
Journals Limited (AJL)
approached the High Court on
Monday challenging the
October 30 order of the Urban

Development Ministry, ending
its 56-year-old lease and asking
it to vacate the premises on
Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg here.
Advocate Sunil Fernandes,
appearing for the AJL, said
there was urgency in the mat-
ter as they have been asked to
hand over the possession to the
Centre by November 15 and
they had received the order of
the Land and Development
Office (L&DO) on October 30
after which the courts were
closed for vacation.

The Central Government's
Standing Counsel Rajesh
Gogna said they are initiating

the process and if AJL does not
hand over the possession of the
premises to them they will re-
enter.  The court, which was
fixing the matter for hearing in
December, listed it for
November 15 after the AJL's
counsel insisted on an early
hearing.  "There is no urgency.
They are not going to enter
forcibly. Right now they will
take the possession only on
paper," the court said.

The Supreme Court fixed
December 4 for final argu-
ments in the petitions filed by
Congress chief Rahul 

Gandhi and his mother
Sonia Gandhi challenging the
Delhi High Court's order relat-
ed to a case of re-opening of
their 2011-12 tax assessments.
The high court had refused to
give them relief in the case, giv-

ing the opportunity to the
Income Tax (I-T) Department
to scrutinise their records.

Senior advocates P
Chidambaram, Kapil Sibal and
Arvind Datar appeared for the
Congress leaders in the Apex
Court said the case was polit-
ically motivated and based on
the complaints of BJP leader
Subramanian Swamy.  Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta, appear-
ing for the I-T  department,
said the premise raised by the
Gandhis and Fernandes is
wrong. 

After a brief hearing, a
bench comprising justices AK
Sikri and SA Abdul Nazeer
said, "Since the respondent (I-
T department) has put 
in appearance, we are not 
issuing a formal notice.
However, we are fixing the
matter for final arguments on
December 4."
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A27-year-old alleged sharp
shooter of the Tillu

Tajpuria gang was arrested
from Northwest Delhi's
Pitampura area, police said
Tuesday.

The accused was identified
as Sonu Dhankar alias Vikki, a
resident of Rohini, they added.

On Monday, police
received information that
Dhankar would be present at
Pitampura on the day. Later, a
trap was laid near Pitampura
Metro Station and Dhankar
was apprehended, police said.

One .315 bore pistol and
two live rounds were recovered
from his possession. He was
wanted in two cases, including
attempt to murder, in Delhi,
they said. 
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Police have identified some
suspects who could be

involved in the killing of a 57-
year-old doctor at his resi-
dence in northwest Delhi's
Jahangirpuri area, officials said
Tuesday.

The body of Mukim
Ahmad Iqbal was found on
Monday morning, a month
before his daughter's wedding,
and valuables worth lakhs of
rupees were missing from his
residence.

The body was handed over
to family members after an
autopsy Tuesday, police said,
adding that though there were
no external injury marks on the
body, it is suspected that he was
smothered to death.

The autopsy report will

confirm the cause of death,
they said.

Police said the CCTV
footage they have collected is
not very clear. However, a
senior police officer said they
have identified a couple of
suspects.

"His daughter, who is a
guest teacher at a school, used
to leave the door of the house
open when she would leave for
work. It is suspected that the
accused knew there were valu-
ables kept in the house and they
entered the house after his
daughter left," said the officer.

Iqbal's daughter's was to get
married on December 9, an
officer said.

Police had said around �4-
5 lakh in cash and jewellery
worth �5 lakh was missing
from the house. 
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The Delhi High Court
Tuesday acquitted a securi-

ty guard of a children's home of
the charge of repeatedly
sodomising a seven-year-old
HIV positive orphan, observing
that the situation remained a
"classic, and unsolved locked
room mystery".

Justice C Hari Shankar
overturned the trial court's ver-
dict which had sentenced the
man to 10 years in jail, saying it
would be a "travesty of justice"
to convict him of having com-
mitted such an "unsolved"
crime.

"... This court is of the view
that, in the present case, the evi-
dence marshalled by the pros-
ecution, and relied upon by the
additional sessions judge (ASJ),

is insufficient to return a find-
ing of guilt, against the appel-
lant, of having committed sex-
ual assault upon the child," the
high court said, allowing the
man's appeal against trial court's
verdict. The high court, in its
69-page judgement, noted that
while the child was HIV posi-
tive, accused Amardeep Kujur,
a Jharkhand native, was tested
negative.

It said there were allegations
that the child was sexually
assaulted multiple times and the
possibility of non-transmission
of the HIV virus to the other
person would be remote.

The high court disagreed
with the trial court's finding that
it was not necessary that the
HIV virus would, in every case
of sexual contact, be transmit-
ted from partner to partner.

"... The ASJ has ignored the
above two facts, apparent from
the evidence, i.E., firstly, that the
child had suffered mucosal tears

in the private parts and, sec-
ondly, that the man was alleged
to have repeatedly sexually
assaulted the child. Sexual con-
tact is, it is well known, the pri-
mary mode by which the HIV
virus is transmitted," it said.

In the judgement, the high
court said the mystery of how
the assaulter entered the room
where the minor was sleeping,
and sodomised him day after
day, remained "unanswered".

"The allegation being that
the man committed repeated
sexual assault on the child, it was
totally impermissible for the ASJ
to have returned a finding of
guilt, without even ascertaining,
as and when the offence
occurred.

"The situation, in the present
case, remains a classic, and
unsolved 'locked room mys-
tery', even while the man stands
convicted and sentenced (by the
trial court). This is entirely
impermissible in law," it said.
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Delhi Chief Secretary Anshu
Prakash on Tuesday

moved the high court here
challenging the fresh breach of
privilege proceedings initiated
against him by the Assembly on
complaints by two of its com-
mittees.

The plea was mentioned
before a bench of Chief Justice
Rajendra Menon and Justice V
K Rao which allowed it to be
listed for hearing on
Wednesday.

The petition has sought
setting aside of the breach of
privilege proceedings initiated
by the Assembly's Privileges
Committee based on com-
plaints by the Question and
Reference Committee (QRC)
and the Protocol Committee.

The chief secretary's plea
has also challenged the com-
plaints made against him by the
QRC and Protocol Committee.

He has contended that the
breach of privilege proceedings
initiated against him based on
the two complaints were "viola-
tive of the Constitution of
India as well as the Rules of the
House and therefore, illegal and
unconstitutional".

The petition also seeks
quashing of the Speaker's deci-
sion to refer the two complaints
to the Privileges Committee,
saying it too was in violation of
the Constitution and Rules of
the House.

Apart from his latest peti-
tion, the chief secretary had in
the past challenged breach of
privilege proceedings initiated
against him early this year by

the Assembly panels for not
appearing before them.

The earlier petition is at the
final arguments stage and is
scheduled to be heard next on
November 27.

During the hearing on his
earlier plea, Prakash had
claimed that the entire process
of summoning him before a
privileges committee for ques-
tioning over certain issues was
"biased" and "premeditated".

Prakash had filed the ear-
lier plea in March this year after
he was served a notice by the
Privileges Committee for skip-
ping a meeting on February 20.

The meeting, in which he
was asked to appear, was sched-
uled a day after he was alleged-
ly assaulted by two AAP MLAs
— Amanatullah Khan and
Prakash Jarwal.
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The Delhi Traffic Police on
Tuesday issued an advisory

about special traffic arrange-
ments and restrictions during
India International Trade Fair
from November 14 to 27, police
said.

The entry to the fair will be
restricted to business visitors
only from November 14 to 17,
and it will be open for general
public from November 18 to 27,
they said.

To ensure smooth regula-
tion and movement of traffic on
the roads surrounding Pragati
Maidan, no vehicle will be
allowed to halt or park any-
where on Mathura Road and
Bhairon Marg, the advisory
said. 

No vehicle of visitors will be
allowed to be parked on Sher

Shah Road, Purana Quila Road,
Bhagwan Dass Road and Tilak
Marg, the advisory stated.

Vehicles found parked on
the above-mentioned roads
would be towed away and pros-
ecuted with a fine of Rs 600 for
improper parking and disobe-
dience of instructions.

The trade fair is likely to
attract around 20,000-25,000
visitors each day. Traffic con-
gestion is expected on the days
of the fair at Mathura Road,
Bhairon Marg, Ring Road,
Shershah Road and Purana
Qila Road. People not coming
to the trade fair are requested
to take alternative routes to
avoid congestion, the advisory
said.

The India International
Trade Fair, 2018 is being organ-
ised at Pragati Maidan from
November 14 to 27.  
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Youth Congress activists
staged a protest near Delhi

BJP president Manoj Tiwari's
residence in the North Avenue
area here Tuesday over his
alleged remark against UPA
chairperson Sonia Gandhi.

They raised slogans against
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
MP and sought his apology,
accusing him of politicising the
Chhath festival.

They also burnt an effigy of
Tiwari.

During poll campaigning
in Chhattisgarh recently, Tiwari
had allegedly said had Sonia
Gandhi observed Chhath, she

would have had an intelligent
son.

"Tiwari's unparliamentary
language has hurt every moth-
er in the country," Indian Youth
Congress (IYC) vice-president
Srinivas said.

Delhi Pradesh Youth
Congress (DPYC) president
Vikas Chhikara also took part
in the protest.

IYC spokesperson Amrish
Ranjan Pandey said Tiwari's
statement was "shameful" and
"anti-women".

"Would he ask the same
question to BJP leaders," he
said.The police stopped the
protest march as it reached near
Tiwari's residence. 
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Happy is the nation without a histo-
ry,” said Cesare Beccaria, the 18th
century Italian criminologist, jurist

and philosopher, also considered as father
of modern criminal law and criminal jus-
tice. Why and in which context Beccaria
made the statement, with what ramifica-
tions, cannot be guesstimated.
Nevertheless, how about creating another
set of soundalike sentences? Happy are the
nations with a rival without craft. Or,
unhappy is the air force in endless search
for an aircraft.

Sounds cynical? May be. May be not,
though, if dispassionately looked at from
the ‘other side of the hill’ with reference to
the plight, not flight, of ace fliers of the
Indian Air Force and their senior comman-
ders who are getting a mouthful from some
eminent armchair experts whose knowl-
edge of combat aircraft, technical features
and their operational role emanates primar-
ily from (over)hearing is believing rather
than seeing and doing is believing, and who
may not even be able to differentiate
between aircraft and a rotorcraft. Virtually
all of them operate from the cool comfort
of their office cabin, club bar, centre's
lounge, golf course or other old boys’ water-
ing holes in Lutyens’ land, which has seen
a steady growth of ‘healthy convention’ to
allow the high and mighty to first loot and
then scoot over the past few decades.         

Understandably, owing to this highly
favourable ambience of India’s internal sit-
uation, grew the adversarial activities of two
of India’s neighbours, China and Pakistan.
We can, therefore, only observe with con-
cern their aggressive march to "fighter air-
craft modernisation and upgradation" in
comparison with India and express regret
for the monumental failure and incompe-
tence of our vaunted civilian rulers consist-
ing of India’s politico-bureaucracy in
defence preparedness.

The situation is so bad and disheart-
ening that one is compelled to quote from
internationally accepted credible sources to
point out the grim reality which a major-
ity of Indians may not even be aware of,
because traditionally a section of the rul-
ing class detested the idea of the people of
the country being aware of what the
nation is facing. Thus, according to Military
Balance 2005-2006, published by
International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS), London, India had 38 squadrons of
fighter aircraft out of which 852 aircraft
were combat capable. Pakistan had 13
squadron fighters with 331 aircraft com-
bat capable and China 119 regiments (a
squadron is known as regiment in China)
with 2,643 aircraft combat capable.       

In 2009 the same Military Balance of
IISS showed that the IAF fleet came down
to 29 squadrons with 603 combat capable
aircraft. Pakistani Air Force strength, on
other hand, went up to 15 squadrons with

383 combat capable fighters
and China initiated fleet mod-
ernisation, discarding the old
and inducting new state-of-art
fighters, reducing the number
of regiments to 58 with 1,653
combat capable aircraft.

Six years later, Military
Balance 2015 revealed that the
IAF improved its number of
squadrons to 37 with 881 com-
bat capable fighters. Pakistani
Air Force too increased com-
bat capable aircraft to 450,
though there was no change in
number of 15 squadrons. The
Chinese, however, once again
made impressive progress in
their capability as PLA Air
Force regiments went up from
58 to 60 and the number of
combat capable aircraft too
jumped from 1,653 to 2,239.

The crisis year, therefore,
had to arrive in 2018, with dis-
aster waiting to happen, for the
IAF. Military Balance 2018
clearly states that the squadron
strength of IAF is 32 and the
number of combat capable air-
craft stands at 849 which is
lower than the 852 of 2005-
2006. In comparison, Pakistani
Air Force has 15 squadrons,
though the combat capable
fighters have reduced to 425.
Chinese PLA Air Force, on
other hand, has enhanced both,
number of regiments to 64 and
combat capable fighters to
2,397. Does India see the real-
ity? Can India make out what
lies in the future?

Since a few congenital
Indian critics do not know the
reality of the overall security

environment, one should try
understand as to why the
Deputy Chief, Vice-Chief (both
three-star Air Marshals) and
the four-star Chief of Air Staff
nearly simultaneously made
uncharacteristic public state-
ments pertaining to fleet of the
Indian Air Force. The ominous
statement of the Air Chief
Marshal Dhanoa that India is
"facing a grave threat", howev-
er, is the ultimate forewarning
to the nation.

Critics nevertheless will
find fault with professional
soldiers and lobby to stifle
their voice, without realising
that the IAF is in distress with-
out even a minimum number
of fighters. There are qualified
pilots, with eligible age and fit-
ness certificates, who are on
ground owing to the decom-
missioned fighters they were
trained, and certified, to fly. If
this is not a “grave threat” then
what is?

But then who will ask
questions of successive govern-
ments for their monumental
failure to take timely decision
for selection of fighters to keep
the IAF battle-ready? In the
aftermath of the 1962 debacle
in the border war with China,
an Opposition politician had
written a book ‘The guilty men
of 1962’. But nothing hap-
pened to a single person out of
those ‘guilty men’. They all
went scot-free and continued
to rule the roost.

India today needs to
understand that if the three
senior-most uniformed officers

of the IAF have raised issues on
a public platform, they need to
be heard, and not abused and
accused of ‘speaking out of
turn’. These fighter comman-
ders, with four decades oper-
ational experience, must sure-
ly be anticipating, or fearing,
the worst possible scenario.

India’s last major fighter
induction (Sukhoi-30) took
place in the 1990s as India then
had a steady supply of fighters
to replenish the IAF fleet from
time to time. Thus, came the
MiG series of 21, 23, 25, 27, 29
and Sukhoi-7 and Sukhoi-30.
However, in between, also
came the Anglo-French Jaguar
in 1979-1980 followed by the
French Mirage-2000 in the
early 1980s.

There nevertheless were
‘scandal’ allegations related
to Jaguar deal wherein the
Defence Secretary died in
office. Defence deal scams
followed later. But does it
mean that the IAF, or for that
matter other wings of the
armed forces, should contin-
ue to suffer avoidable ‘peace-
time’ casualties? Can the Sino-
Pakistan axis get a better
opportunity to crush India
without firing a shot? Is India
aware of the fighter pro-
gramme and acquisition of
the Beijing-Islamabad duo?
Doubtful. Else, successive rul-
ing classes of Delhi would
have resolved the crisis 
situation in the IAF a long
time ago.

(The writer is an alumnus,
National Defence College)
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Sir — This refers to the article,
“Science in classrooms”
(November 12) by JS Rajput. The
applause given to our country in
the field of science at an interna-
tional level undoubtedly proves
India’s mettle. 

Since ages, our country has
been exemplifying itself in the
field of sciences. But teaching of
science in schools still needs a
revised plan. Instead of rot learn-
ing, cramming of lectures or
learning of tedious chemical for-
mulae, our budding scientists
need real life experiences in lab-
oratories and open fields .
Our schools must play their role

as a catalyst in initiating the
process of instilling in young
minds the aptitude for science.
The students, if given a platform
and excellent resources, can over-
come any challenge or threat
with the inquisitive and innova-
tive minds. 

Sudeepa Khurana 
Via mail
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Sir — It is reported that the

Central Vigilance Commission
(CVC) probe against Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
Director, Alok Verma, has yield-
ed nothing substantial to prove
the charges levelled against him by
his deputy, Rakesh Asthana. It is
laudable that the Supreme Court
has ordered an enquiry against
Verma by the CVC under the
supervision of a former Supreme
Court judge A K Patnaik. 

If the apex court is satisfied
with the findings of the CVC, it
should not only reinstate Verma
as the Director of CBI without
delay, but also order severe action
against Asthna for filing such false
complaints against Verma and
bringing disrespect not only to
Verma but to the institution as a
whole.

Ashok Kumar Sanyal
Delhi
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Sir — Finally, it has now come
from the doyen’s mouth; former
RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan
has categorically and without
mincing words confirmed that
both demonetisation and imple-
mentation of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) by the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)

Government were real disasters
and have caused the Indian
economy dearly. These two dra-
conian acts have stalled its
growth and also created negative
impacts on economy as a corol-
lary. Now that the entire coun-
try is aware of the failure of these
two impositions, Finance
Minister, Arun Jaitley should
stop calling people like
Raghuram Rajan as ‘prophets of
doom’. 

Tharcius S Fernando
Chennai
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Sir —To mark the 100th anniver-
sary of the signing of the
armistice that brought World
War One to an end, on
November 11, many world lead-
ers took a symbolic walk in the
rain down the Champs Elysées
in Paris. Remember the fallen
and the broken, not just in walks
but in making rapid strides
against hatred and war in order
to prevent any further damage.

Dennis Fitzgerald
Melbourne
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As the stage is set for elections,
stakes are high in five states —
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,

Chhattisgarh, Mizoram and Telangana.
The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and
the Congress are engaged in an almost
direct fight in most of these States.
Though the results would be known
only on December 11, there is a lot of
election-related excitement in the rest
of the country as these State polls are
seen as mini General Elections or dress-
rehearsal for the 2019 Lok Sabha poll
which will shape the national mood. 

In 2013, the BJP’s victory in the
three States — Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh made it easy
for the party to win a Lok Sabha major-
ity in 2014 though the State and
national polls were not aligned. The BJP

has ruled Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh for the last 15 years. In
2013, the BJP had won 165, 163 and 49
seats in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Chhattisgarh Assemblies respec-
tively, with the Congress securing 58,
21 and 39 seats. The strength of these
Assemblies is 230, 200 and 90 respec-
tively. The continuation of BJP rule will
mean an endorsement of the party's
policies. 

Mizoram is the only North-east-
ern State where the BJP is not in power
either on its own or in alliance.
Winning the tiny State even as a
junior partner of a regional ally would
mean the BJP conquest of the entire
region. In Mizoram, the Congress has
been in power since 2008. With 40
Assembly seats, the Congress has been
in a fight against regional parties,
including Mizo National Front and
Mizo People's Conference. The BJP is
a minor player. 

Political pundits are projecting var-
ious scenarios. The issues are more or
less State-specific but by and large they
are power shortage, water, tribal wel-
fare, Maoism, anti-incumbency, agrar-

ian crisis, petrol price hike, Rafale scam,
demonetisation and the goods and ser-
vices tax (GST). 

In Rajasthan, Chief Minister
Vasundhara Raje is facing an anti-
incumbency wave. The Congress is
more or less united with the team led
by former Chief Minister Ashok
Ghelot, Pradesh Congress Committee
(PCC) chief Sachin Pilot and former
Union Minister CP Joshi. If there is no
sabotage from within, the Congress can
and should win the State. 

In Madhya Pradesh, despite severe

anti-incumbency, Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan is seeking
power for the fourth time but his per-
sonal popularity is intact. Here, the
Congress could win if it can contain
internal dissent as many senior lead-
ers like Digvijay Singh, Jyotiraditya
Scindia and Kamal Nath head their
own factions. The Bahujan Samaj
Party (BSP) going alone in Madhya
Pradesh may affect the Congress’
chances. 

In Chhattisgarh, too, Chief
Minister, Raman Singh, is popular

despite several corruption charges and
the Maoist menace still not eradicated.
The Congress votes will be split in view
of the alliance formed between former
Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Ajit Jogi
and BSP supremo Mayawati. 

There are four scenarios emerging
from the States. The best-case scenario
for the BJP is that the party gets three
out of five or even four with a North-
eastern ally in Mizoram. For the BJP,
retaining power in the Hindi heartland
is important to give a message that its
base is intact ahead of 2019 and it can
go into the General Election with
supreme confidence. The second, not-
so-bad scenario, is that the BJP loses
one of the three Hindi heartland States
but keeps two. The third is that the BJP
loses two of the three heartland States
and manages to retain only one, most
probably Chhattisgarh. Then it will be
a setback for the party. The fourth is a
worst- case scenario if the BJP loses all
three States, which will be a severe set-
back as there will be a cascading effect
of the loss on the 2019 poll. 

As for the Congress, high stakes
are involved for the party as well as its

president Rahul Gandhi, who has
been campaigning hard. This will be
the first mini General Election under
his leadership after he took over the
reins as [arty president in March 2018.
The Congress winning two of the three
States would mark a sense of revival and
enable Gandhi to emerge as a chal-
lenger to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and also unite the Opposition. It
will be a bonanza if the grand old party
manages to get the two big States —
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh while
retaining Mizoram. 

The Telangana Rashtra Samithi
(TRS) is fighting a grand alliance of
TDP, Congress and CPI. Telangana
Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
is confident of overcoming anti-incum-
bency. In Telengana, the TRS surprised
all by advancing the Assembly poll. The
Congress-TDP-CPI alliance may find
it difficult as the TRS enjoys tacit sup-
port from the BJP. In Mizoram, the
Mizo National Front, an ally of the BJP,
challenges the present regime of the
Congress.

(The writer is a senior political 
commentator)
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In the 46th year of diplomatic relations,
India and Vietnam have witnessed sever-
al high level visits and exchange of dele-
gations. The forthcoming visit by the
President of India, Ram Nath Kovind, will

be the third such bilateral visit this year, which
was earlier preceded by the visit of the late
President of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam,
Tran Dai Quang in March 2018 and the Prime
Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc visit earlier in
January 2018. Several ministerial level delega-
tions and inking of defence agreements between
the two countries have also happened this year.
It is hoped that the President’s visit will consol-
idate the already existing political trust and
cement strong defence and security cooperation
between the two countries.

Some of the potential areas of cooperation
in the non-traditional security areas include
information technology, artificial intelligence,
cyber security, solar alliances, traditional med-
icine, agricultural innovation, disaster manage-
ment and climate change. As an emerging mar-
ket and supplier in the regional value chain,
Vietnam together with India could play a sig-
nificant role in the global value chain. Capacity
building and entrepreneurship development
under development cooperation initiatives are
already making progress and leaving their
imprints.

Ram Nath Kovind is also expected to visit the
ancient relics of Cham civilisation in My Son,
which stand a time-tested testimony to our civil-
isational inheritance. The historical and cultur-
al linkages between the two civilisations abound
our mythologies and ancient literature. It is
believed that Hinduism and Buddhism became
the mainstream religion of the Chams living in
the central and southern part of Vietnam. The
architectural style of My Son relics, which is today
a UNESCO World Heritage site, and the ancient
archaeological remains scattered in the coastal
areas of Vietnam from Da Nang to Binh Thuan,
speak about these historical legacies.

Over the years, Vietnam has emerged as a
significant player in India’s foreign policy pro-
jection — a partner in sub-regional, regional,
and multilateral fora. It is an integral member
of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) and plays an important role in India’s
Act East policy. India is one of the three 
countries with whom Vietnam shares
Comprehensive Strategic Partnership, together
with China and Russia. 

The elevation of the strategic partnership
between the two countries to that of compre-
hensive strategic partnership is a clear indica-
tion of goodwill, trust and importance the two
countries place on their relationship. It is also
an acknowledgment of the existing strong
bilateral defence and security ties and our mutu-
al desire to contribute to regional peace, stabil-
ity, cooperation and prosperity. Moving beyond
the ideological linkages, both countries have
endeavoured to revamp their relations in the
changing geo-politics of the Indo-Pacific.

From strategic partnership in 2007 to a com-
prehensive partnership in 2016, the two coun-
tries have built up synergies for deeper coop-
eration between them. These have been envis-

aged in a multi-faceted and a multi-
sectoral cooperation on a wide range
of issues covering political, defence
and security relations; trade and com-
merce; energy cooperation; science
and technology; capacity building;
connectivity links; health, education,
culture, tourism and people to people
exchange;  and cooperation in 
international, regional and sub-
regional forums.

Vietnam’s geographical location in
Asia Pacific has added to its geo-polit-
ical importance for the regional play-
ers like China, India, Australia and
Japan and also for the external pow-
ers like the United States and its re-
balancing strategy in the Asia-Pacific.
In the changing architecture of the
world politics from trans-Atlantic to
the Asia-Pacific, Vietnam emerges as
a significant actor shaping the ‘great
game’ politics in the region.

Given the evolving regional archi-
tecture in the Indo-Pacific, role of
Vietnam in the emerging quadrilater-
al partnership in the region becomes
significant. As Vietnam faces mount-
ing pressure from China amidst its
growing assertiveness in the disputed
waters of its East Sea, it is looking to
multiple partners in Asia and beyond.
Vietnam has reached out to the
United States and stepped up securi-

ty cooperation with Japan, Australia
long with India and a number of its
Southeast Asian neighbours.

Amidst Vietnam’s quest for mul-
tiple partners in Asia and beyond,
India has been of very special strate-
gic interest to Vietnam. Over the
years, New Delhi has gradually
expanded its defence and naval coop-
eration with Vietnam and assisted in
its efforts in modernising the military
force. India’s outreach to Vietnam has
been a clear indication of its open
challenge to China in its backyard. It
is believed that Vietnam’s growing
engagement with India will also lead
to a stable balance of power and as a
security provider in the region. 

Fearing the growing aggression of
China, Vietnam has welcomed and
embraced India in this particular
stance. The high-level comprehensive
strategic partnership between India
and Vietnam is equally important as
it shares the anxieties and act as deter-
rence against the increasing Chinese
presence in the region. 

According to security experts,
since China continues to increase its
influence, defence and maritime coop-
eration and procurements from coun-
tries like India, the United States and
Japan enable Vietnam to uphold its
position.

Internal synergies between India
and Vietnam have also played a sig-
nificant role in bringing the two
countries on the same page building
upon mutual trust and cooperation
over the years. 

Vietnam as an emerging middle
power and India as a net security
provider in the region has the conver-
gence which makes them an ideal
partner for all seasons at the sub-
regional, regional and multilateral
forums. 

Given the cultural-religious link-
ages, based on their closer association
with the historical kingdoms and the
impact of Buddhist philosophy to the
anti-imperialist struggle during the
colonial rule and foreign intervention
during the Second World War and
thereafter, both the countries have
developed closer ties and a shared des-
tiny based on a shared world view. 

In the context of the geo-strategic
paradigm and the forces shaping the
internal dynamics of Vietnam, its for-
eign policy orientations vis-à-vis the
great powers in the region and its
engagement with India is a critical
area of concern.

(The writer is a Fellow at Nehru
Memorial Museum and Library and
Assistant Professor at University of
Delhi)
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After Union Ministers, netas
and top BJP and RSS func-

tionaries paid their homage, the
mortal remains of Ananth
Kumar, Union Parliamentary
Affairs Minister and senior
BJP leader,  were consigned to
the flames with full State hon-
ours at the Chamarajapete cre-
mation grounds in Bengaluru
South on Tuesday. The day wit-
nessed many leaders and hun-
dreds of mourners paying their
last respects to the departed
soul.

The funeral pyre was lit by
Kumar's younger brother
Nanda Kumar, who performed
the last rites according to
Smartha Brahmin traditions,
amidst chanting of Vedic
hymns by a battery of priests at
the cremation ground. 

Kumar's tricolour-draped
mortal remains were accorded a
gun salute by military personnel
in the presence of his wife
Tejaswini, daughters Aishwarya
and Vijetha, other family mem-
bers and, national and State lead-
ers.        Chants of "Bharat Mata
Ki Jai" and "Ananth Kumar
Amar Rahe" rent the air as
leaders paid homage and the
mortal remains were consigned
to the flames.

Veteran BJP leader and
former Deputy Prime Minister
LK Advani, Union Home
Minister Rajnath Singh, BJP
president Amit Shah and State
party chief BS Yeddyurappa
and RSS general secretary
Bhaiyyaji Joshi were present at
the funeral. Also in atten-
dance were Union Ministers
Nirmala Sitharaman, Ravi
Shankar Prasad, Piyush Goyal,
Dharmendra Pradhan,
Mahesh Sharma, Vijay Goel

and Sadananda Gowda.
Earlier, a steady stream of
mourners led by Vice-
President M Venkaiah Naidu,
BJP workers, supporters and
members of public paid their
last respects to Kumar.

Hundreds of mourners
filed past the body of Kumar,
which lay in state at his resi-
dence till this morning and was
then taken to the party State
headquarters 'Jagannath
Bhavan" and the National
College Ground in his
Bengaluru South parliamentary
constituency. Ananth Kumar, a
six time MP from Bengaluru
South succumbed to cancer
and breathed his last on early
morning of Monday. 

From the Basavanagudi
residence, the mortal remains
were carried in a decorated mil-
itary vehicle with personnel of
the three services - the Army,
Navy and the Air Force -
accompanying it, amid slo-
gans "Bharat Mata Ki Jai" and
"Ananth Kumar Amar Rahe"
by his supporters.

The body was later shift-

ed to National College ground
for the public to pay homage.
The six-time MP was closely
associated with the ground,
having hosted many of his
political events there. The
mortal remains were later
brought for the final rites at
Chamarajapet in a procession,
that was accompanied by
hundreds of his supporters
and general public, who
raised slogans hailing the
"most loved" Bengaluru MP,
known for his geniality and
accessibility.

The 59-year-old Bangalore
South MP breathed his last
during the early hours on
Monday at the Sri Shankara
Cancer Hospital and Research
Centre where he was under
care after returning home in
October following treatment in
the US and Britain.

In New Delhi, the Union
Cabinet condoled the demise
of Kumar, saying under his
"stewardship" the BJP expand-
ed in Karnataka and eventu-
ally formed a government of
its own. The special Cabinet
meeting, chaired by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
noted that in the passing
away of Kumar, the nation has
lost an experienced leader, an
off icia l  statement said.
Narendra Modi had flown in
here from Varanasi last night
and paid his homage. The
Karnataka Government has
declared a three-day state
mourning.

Making his political debut
in 1987, Kumar, a quintessen-
tial organisation man, had
remained in the inner circle of
the central leadership of the
BJP — be it during the heyday
of Atal Bihari Vajpayee or
Narendra Modi— bearing tes-
timony to the trust he enjoyed

in the party's top echelon.
Kumar and Yeddyurappa

are among the few leaders
who built the BJP brick by
brick, making it a force that it
is today in Karnataka, which
the party sees as a gateway to
the South.

Breaking new ground, the
BJP came to power in
Karnataka in 2008, making it
the first saffron party

Government in the South, and
emerged as the single largest
party in the 2018 May polls
also, though it fell short of
majority by a few seats. Kumar,
who made his parliamentary
foray in 1996 from Bangalore
South, where he remained
invincible, had also served as
an important link between the
State and centre at the party
and Government levels.
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Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan has convened an

all-party meeting for Thursday
to discuss the situation arising
out of Tuesday’s Supreme Court
decision to hear the review
petitions filed by the devotees
challenging the September 28
verdict of the Constitution
Bench allowing women of
child-bearing age to enter the
holy shrine Sabarimala.

This is being seen as an
attempt by the Chief Minister to
evolve a consensus on the tricky
issue of implementing the apex
court order allowing women
devotees in the temple while the
State is witnessing unprece-
dented agitations and demon-
strations against the verdict.

The Constitution Bench
which heard the petitions on
Tuesday decided to hear the
case in an open court on
January 22. However, the sanc-
tum of the temple opens on
Friday evening for the 41-day
long Mandala Pooja and many
questions remain unanswered.

The Kerala Government has
launched a series of measures to
facilitate the entry of women in
the 10-50 age group into the tem-
ple even as the police is contin-
uing with the crackdown on
devotees who staged protest
marches and demonstrations all
over the State. 

The move by the Kerala
police to distribute identity cards

for the devotees has shocked
legal experts. Those who want to
undertake the pilgrimage should
have to get identity cards from
the police station of their local-
ity. “This is an ill-conceived act
which is doomed to fail. How is
it possible for the inspector of the
police station to identify poten-
tial trouble-makers as thou-
sands of devotees would be
applying for the card,” said a for-
mer State police chief who is
widely respected in the State for
his efficiency and integrity.

Since the apex court has not
stayed the operation of the
September 28 verdict, there is no
technical hitch against the entry
of women in the temple. But reli-
gious scholars and legal experts
are of the view that it would be
ideal if the Kerala Government
keeps in abeyance the September
28 verdict. “If you allow women
to enter the temple from Friday,
what would happen if the
Supreme Court rules that the
September 28 verdict is not
valid,” asked the former State
police chief who did not want his
name to be quoted.

Swamy Chidanandapuri,
spiritual leader of millions of
Hindus in the State who is also
the head of the Advaitha
Ashram, opined that the apex
court has understood the factu-
al errors in the earlier verdict.
“That’s why the court decided to
hear the review petitions which
itself is a rare event. Though the
court has not stayed the

September 28 verdict, the deci-
sion to hear the review petition
itself is as good as a stay. What
the Kerala Government should
do is to keep the September 28
verdict in abeyance and wait for
the final verdict from the
Supreme Court. 

If the CPI(M) Government
takes such a decision, the stock
of the Government  would  go
up,” said the Swamiji who is
engaged in a week-long spiritu-
al discourse 
at Ernakulam.

Kerala is witnessing massive
agitations by women devotees
themselves against the
September 28 verdict. Valsan
Thillankeri, RSS leader who led
the recent agitation in
Sabarimala, said that if the
Government goes ahead with its
plan to allow women in the tem-
ple, the devotees would contin-
ue with the agitation. 

The Kerala Government is
faced with a tricky situation. 

Rajeevaru Kantararu, the
thanthri, told The Pioneer that
while he was happy with the
Supreme Court decision, he
may be able to decide about
future course of action only
after studying the court order.
What is interesting is the
power enjoyed by the Thanthri
to shut down the temple doors
for purification rituals if
women of 10-50 age group
enters the temple. 

A purification ritual takes a
minimum of five hours.
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Aheavily armed Pakistani ter-
rorist was shot dead by an

alert ambush party in Pallanwala
sector of Akhnoor Tuesday
afternoon. According to ground
reports, Pakistani terrorist had
managed to sneak inside the
Indian territory after breaching
barbed wire fence,possibly with
the help of a sharp cutter.

Though army authorities
had not commented on the
nature of breach but official
statement issued by the Ministry
of Defence Spokesman in
Jammu clearly suggested that
one Pakistani terrorist was elim-
inated inside the Indian territory
in an encounter.

Before establishing the
contact  with the terrorist alert
jawans have noticed some sus-
picious movement close to the
line of control  and challenged
him. In the ensuing  gun fight,
Pak terrorist was shot dead
around 1.50 p.m, official

sources said.
Confirming the intrusion

bid along the LoC, Ministry of
Defence Spokesman, Lt Col
Devendra Anand said, "In an
encounter a heavily armed
Pakistani terrorist has been
eliminated in Akhnoor Sector
on own side of the
International boundary, at
about 1.50 p.m on Tuesday". 

Lt Col Anand said, "the
ambush party also recovered
warlike stores which  included

five pistols, ten pistol
magazines, 60 bullets
of pistol, one AK
assault Rifle, two AK
Rifle magazine with
234 rounds of ammu-
nition, fifteen hand
grenades and twelve
fuzes for IEDs. To rule
out the presence of
more intruders in the
area the jawans of the
Indian army were kept
in a state of high alert
in the area. 

"The entire area was
immediately cordoned off and
search and destroy operations
were launched to track down
the foot prints of other intrud-
ers present in the area. MoD
Spokesman also claimed, "
recovery of huge cache has
scuttled the nefarious plans of
the terrorists outfit to derail the
peace and harmony in the
region and disrupt the forth-
coming Panchayat Elections
in the state". 
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Apparently buoyed by the
success of Trinamool

Congress-led movement post
Tinsukia mass killings where
five Bengali-speaking labourers
were gunned down at Dhola in
Assam and encouraged by the
response Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee was getting
from the Assam-based Bengali
population in her fight against
“intentionally flawed drafting”
of National Register of Citizens,
the TMC has decided to spread
its political tentacles in the BJP-
ruled State.

This, by contesting the
panchayat elections scheduled
to be held there in the month
of December. Two-phased
rural elections will be held in
Assam on December 5 and 9.

The TMC will put up its can-
didates in the rural elections,
Bengal Minister and senior
Trinamool leader in charge of
Assam Firhad Hakim is known
to have told the party leaders in
that State and asked them to
begin preparations. 

“The party wants to tap the
Bengali voters tormented by a
communal and linguistically
biased BJP Government,” a
TMC leader quoting Hakim
said adding his party would
also target the Hindi-speaking
and other minorities of that
State whose names had been
struck off the “intentionally
flawed NRC.”

The party would begin
with fielding candidates in
Bengali-dominated areas. “We
may field our candidates from
at least 9-10 districts where

Bengalis are in good numbers
and are feeling threatened by
the recent developments,” TMC
sources said. 

“They (read the BJP) are
trying to capture Bengal but
now it is time for them to pro-
tect their own place in Assam,”
insiders said adding the party
would preferably field candi-
dates whose names have been
struck out of the NRC. “This
will also give them legitimacy
in their claims of citizenship,”
TMC sources said.

On whether Mamata
Banerjee would herself go to
Assam to campaign in the
elections, sources would not
reveal the cards. “It is for our
supreme leader to decide
whether she will go campaign-
ing in Assam. Contesting polls
in that State is her decision and

it seems she will take the cor-
rect decision on other issues as
and when the situation comes.”

The TMC had strongly
taken up the twin issues of
NRC and the Tinsukia killings
evoking massive response and
apparently catapulting Banerjee
as the champion of Bengali
cause in Assam. The massive
success of opposition-sponsored
bandh seems also to have
buoyed the Trinamool leader-
ship considering the fact that
those who had responded were
largely anti-BJP.

Since the main opposition
party Congress had kept its
movement concealed fearing
loss of Assamese votes the TMC
seems to have found an oppor-
tunity to exploit the situation in
districts like Karimganj, Silchar,
Barak etc. sources said.
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Kolkata: Andhra Pradesh
Chief Minister N Chandrababu
Naidu is likely to meet his
Bengal counterpart Mamata
Banerjee in Kolkata in an
apparent bid to stitch together
the anti-BJP grand alliance for
the coming parliamentary elec-
tions.

Naidu wil l  come to
Kolkata to meet Banerjee on
November 19, sources said
adding he would invite
Mamata to join the all-party
anti-BJP meeting scheduled
to be held in Delhi  on
November 22, sources said.

The Andhra Chief Minister
will meet Mamata on
November 19 “strengthen the
Mahagathbandhan (grand

alliance),” TDP spokesperson
Lanka Dinakaran said hoping
the grand alliance would be a
grand success. 

“The way things are going
it would be a strong alliance
with leaders like Mamata
Banerjee who is a great leader
who fights against the
Narendra Modi Government,”
Dinakaran said adding “these
two leaders together will defi-
nitely … oust the Modi
Government.”

Sources in the Trinamool
Congress said the Bengal Chief
Minister was herself keen to
see the back of the Modi
Government that had “done
unprecedented harm to Indian
polity, economy and society in

its five years’ rule.” Mamata
who had earlier projected her
Federal Front a proposed anti-
BJP alliance had mooted the
“one-against-one formula”
against the BJP.

“She had herself mooted
the idea of an opposition unity
and advocated a combined
fight against the BJP. She said
that the party which strong in
a particular place should be
allowed to fight against the BJP
and other parties should sup-
port that party so that the
opposition votes do not get
divided. In fact this is the for-
mula she used in 2009 and 2011
to defeat the Left Front
Government,” said a Bengal
Minister. PNS
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Two infiltrators were killed
in north Kashmir’s

Kupwara district on Tuesday as
Army claimed to have foiled an
infiltration bid amid inclement
weather in Kashmir Valley.

Defence sources said that
counter infiltration security
grid noticed movement of a
group of armed terrorists try-
ing to sneak into this side of
Line of Control (LoC) in Keran
sector of Kupwara district on
Tuesday evening.

They said as the army per-
sonnel zeroed in on the point
of infiltration along the LoC,
the armed terrorists opened fire
triggering an exchange of fire.
In the ensuing gunfight, two
armed infiltrators were killed.

They said the counter infil-
tration operation was in

progress. The army suspects
more armed infiltrators might
be around the gun-battle site.
The identity of the slain mili-
tants was not immediately
known.

The encounter took place
amid inclement weather in the
region. Moderate rainfall lead-
ing to fall in temperature has
been observed in the upper
reaches in Kashmir that
includes major portion of LoC
areas.

Terrorists make last ditch
efforts to infiltrate into Valley
or move back to Pakistan occu-
pied Kashmir during the
month of November before
heavy snowfall blocks all
mountain passes. However,
during past several years, the
heightened surveillance on the
LoC has reduced the number of
successful infiltration bids.
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Gujarat will host the All-
India DGP conference at

the Statue of Unity site in
December this year in which
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
would participate.

The Prime Minister’s
home-State will host the three
day event of top cops of all the
Indian States for second time.
Last time Gujarat had hosted
the conference at Dhorado
white desert situated in Kutch
in December 2015.

Considered as one of the
most important event in view
of internal security of the
nation, apart from DGPs from
all the States, Director General
of Intelligence Bureau
(Research & Analysis wing),
DGs of Border Security Force
and Central Reserve Police
Force as well as Indo-Tibetan
Border Police will participate. In
Kutch more than 400 police and
security top brass from across
the nation participated at the
tent-city Dhorado, adjacent of
picturesque white desert.

Sources in the State
Government said that the
President of India, Ram Nath
Kovind might also attend the
event as he would visit the world
tallest statue on December 15.
Union Home Minister Rajnath
Singh would also attend the
event. According to a top
Government official, the DGP
conference would be attended by
Chief Ministers of different States
as invitations would be sent to
CMs of various States to attend
the conference.

Just like White Desert, a
tent-city has been has been
developed near the statue of
Sardar Patel at Kevadiya Colony.
All the participants would be
given accommodations in these
luxurious tents. Last time DGPs
were invited to attend the con-

ference with families, this time
too they would be invited to
come along with their families,
said the official.  It is worth men-
tioning that after PM Modi ded-
icated the Statue of Unity to the
nation on the 143rd anniversary
of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel last
month large numbers of people
are thronging to see the tallest
statue of the world at Narmada
Dam site. Besides common peo-
ple, Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh too visited the site.

On Tuesday Deputy Chief
Minister of Bihar Shushil Modi
also visited the site and paid trib-
ute to the Ironman of India. He
was accompanied by Gujarat’s
senior minister Saurabh Patel.
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After offering ‘Chhath
Puja’ on the banks of

River Sabarmati  in
Ahmedabad during his visit
to Gujarat, Bihar Deputy
CM Sushil Modi slammed
Congress MLA Alpesh
Thakor saying 
that the way Thakor behaved
with North Indians, he
wouldn’t have courage to
visit Bihar. 

Referring attacks on
North Indian labourers post
a rape incident on a minor
girl alleged by a Bihari origin
worker, Modi said that even
if Thakor would do Chhath
Puja, he would be able to
improve his tarnish image.

He said that it was impor-
tant to give jobs to local people
but at the same time every
Indian had freedom to work in
any part of the country. 
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Amid the ruling BJP’s
much-discussed overdrive

to rename cities and towns
across the country, its alliance
partner Shiv Sena on Tuesday
rooted for naming the pur-
posed �46,000 crore Nagpur-
Mumbai Super
Communication Express
(NMSCE) after its late party
chief Bal Thackeray.

Senior Sena leader and
State PWD Minister Eknath
Shinde met Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis of the BJP
along with a delegation of
party MLAs and submitted a
memorandum, demanding
that the NMSCE be christened
after late Thackeray.

The Sena’s demand came
ahead of the sixth death
anniversary of late Thackeray
who passed away on
November 17, 2012. The
demand should be viewed in
the context of a brewing clam-
our in some sections of the
BJP for naming the ambi-
tious NMSCE after Prime
Minister A B Vajpayee, who
died on August 16, 2018.  

In its  memorandum,
Shinde stated: “It was the
then then Sena chief
Balasaheb Thackeray who was
the architect of the country’s
first-ever Expressway — the
Mumbai-Pune Yeshwantrao
Chavan Expressway – which
was constructed during the
1995-1999 Shiv Sena-BJP
alliance Government. BJP’s
then PWD Minister Nitin
Gadkari also played a key role
in the construction of this
Expressway”.

“Even today, the people
remember Mumbai-Pune
Expressway as  late
Thackeray’s major contribu-
tion towards development in
Maharashtra. Incidentally, the
second major expressway is
also being constructed in the
state under the saf fron
alliance regime. Keeping this
in view, the Sena’s MPs and
MLAs want the State
Government to honour late
Balasaheb by naming the
NMSCE after him,” the Sena
Minister said.

Shinde said that several
MLAs had met him and
requested him to take up the
issue of naming NMSCE after
late Thackeray.  “Since
Balasaheb’s dream of con-
structing the country’s first
Expressway was realised dur-
ing the Sena-BJP
Government, it is in the fit-
ness of  things that  the
Maharashtra Government
names the NMSCE in mem-
ory of the late Sena chief. We
look for ward to the
Maharashtra Government
coming out with a formal
notification in this regard
very soon,” the Minister said.
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National Conference provin-
cial president Devender

Singh Rana on Tuesday met
Jammu & Kashmir Governor
Satya Pal Malik here and
sought revival of the traditional
route to the famous Mata
Vaishno Devi shrine in Reasi
district. 

Nagrota MLA Rana called
on Malik at Raj Bhavan and
presented him a copy of the
"project proposal -
Conservation of Heritage
Components on Traditional
Vaishno Devi Route", an offi-
cial spokesman said. 

He said the NC leader
requested the Governor, who is
also the chairman of Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Shrine Board
(SMVDSB), to take steps for
revival of the traditional route
to the shrine which starts from
Jagti in Nagrota and ends at
Nomainand.

Urging the Governor to
develop the old track as an
alternate route for the pilgrims
to the shrine, the spokesman
said Rana drew the Governor's
attention to the need for con-
servation of the heritage assets,
particularly the step wells,
ponds, 'sarais', temples and
springs on the old route.

The spokesman said the
Governor assured him of due
examination of the envisaged
project and urged the MLA to
continue with his endeavours
for welfare of the people of the
State.

The NC leader later said,
"The revival project could be
taken up under the aegis of
SMVDSB, which will not only
give further impetus to the
world- famous pilgrimage but
open up the heritage places for
spiritual bliss of the pilgrims." 

Rana said he apprised the
governor of the salient features
of the project report, prepared
by the Indian National Trust for
Arts and Cultural Heritage
(INTACH) for development
of the ancient route to the
shrine.   

"The route, passing
through the serene environs
and spiritual ambience, offers
spiritual solace and 'darshan' of
several revered temple which
used to be a pre-requisite
before embarking on the yatra
to holy Bhawan on Trikuta
Hills over seven decades ago,"
Rana said.

He said it would be appro-
priate for the shrine board to
explore this route optimally
and undertake its all-round
development. 

The INTACH has prepared
an exhaustive report after
detailed mapping of all the
important heritage assets like
step-wells, ponds, 'sarais', wells,
temples and springs along the
track, which were once used
and maintained by the pil-
grims, he said. 

He said the route starts
from village Jagti (Nagrota)
along the Jammu-Srinagar
national highway and passes
through various old temples like
Jagdamba Mata Kheer Bhawani
Temple at Jagti, Durga Mata
Temple at Pangali and Shiv
Temple at Thandapani, Drabi.

"By reviving this route, the
devotees could return home
after paying obeisance at the
'durbar' of the Mata with enlight-
enment that they have been
searching all their life," he said. 

Rana highlighted the reli-
gious, spiritual and secular
characteristics of the ancient
route during yesteryears, say-
ing while it used to take off
amid serene and spiritual ambi-
ence of the highly revered Kol
Kandoli Mata temple, the pil-
grimage used to reach Nomain,
where the white turban-
bedecked Gujjars  used to carry
'jyot' (holy light) on their heads
in true spirit of Jammu's secu-
lar ethos.
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Lucknow: The State Cabinet
gave its assent to renaming of
Allahabad and Faizabad divi-
sions as Prayagraj and Ayodhya,
respectively. It also announced a
new purchase policy for maize
during the kharif season for
2018-19. The Cabinet also
announced State-level awards for
teachers of recognised but non-
aided Government secondary
colleges. The decision was taken
in the state Cabinet meeting
chaired by Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on Tuesday.

Parliamentary Affairs
Minister Suresh Khanna said
that Prayagraj division would
comprise Prayagraj, Kaushambi,
Fatehpur and Pratapgarh dis-
tricts, while Ayodhya division
would include Ayodhya,
Ambedkarnagar, Sultanpur,
Amethi and Barabanki districts.
The decision came a day after
the Allahabad High Court asked
the Centre and the state gov-
ernment to file counter affi-
davits within a week on a peti-
tion challenging the decision to
rename Allahabad as Prayagraj. 

State government
spokesperson and Health
Minister Siddharth Nath Singh

said that for the first time the
Government had fixed the pur-
chase rate of maize which
would be �1,300 per quintal
besides farmers would get addi-
tional �20 per quintal for clean-
ing and transportation. He
added that the Government
would spend around �214
crore for purchasing around
one lakh metric tonne of maize.
In the first phase, the purchase
will be made in 20 districts and
later more districts may be
included as per demand.

In another decision, the
Government has announced
awards for teachers of the non-
aided secondary colleges in the
state. “There are 18 divisions in
the State so one teacher from
each division will be selected for
the ‘Best Teacher Award’ and will
get a cash award of �25,000. The
function will be held every year
on the birth anniversary of for-
mer Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee on December 25,” he
said. There are 19,275 non-
aided secondary colleges in the
state and for the award a teacher
should have a service of 15
years and a principal of 20 years. 

The Cabinet also approved
the report of the Justice Raj
Mani Chouhan Committee to
be tabled in the state Assembly,
which had probed the stam-
pede at the Jai Gurudev satsang
in Varanasi on October 15,
2016.  A total of 25 people were
killed in the stampede at
Kateshar-Dorari village where
the satsang was organised.

The Government also
approved a proposal to amend
the rule by merging the post
of lecturer in the State medical
colleges by creating a new post
of assistant professor. Now
the direct appointment by the
UPPSC will be done for the
post of assistant professor
instead of lecturer’s post.

The government gave
permission to hand over 48.03
sq metres of land of the
Women’s Polytechnic in
Lucknow to the Lucknow
Metro Rail Corporation
(LMRC) for the construction
of a metro station while an
approval was given to acquire
130 buildings in the second
phase of  Kashi Vishwanath
temple corridor in Varanasi. 

Lastly, the Government
has approved a proposal to set
up a governing body headed
by the Health Minister to run
the new medical colleges at
Basti, Faizabad, Farrukhabad,
Ferozabad and Shahjahanpur. 
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Chennai: Cyclone Gaja
presently centred over the Bay
of Bengal is likely to weaken
and cross the Tamil Nadu coast
between Pamban and
Cuddalore on Thursday
forenoon, the Met said on
Tuesday.

Before it weakens, there
would be rough to very rough
sea conditions along and off
Tamil Nadu-south Andhra
Pradesh coasts from
Wednesday morning and high
swelling sea during that night.

The fishermen, who were
in deep sea have been asked to
return to coasts immediately.

The Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD) bulletin
said Gaja has been moving
westwards with a speed of five
kmph in the past six hours.

At 5.30 a.m., the cyclonic
storm was centred about 750
km east of here and 840 km
east-northeast of
Nagappattinam.

It was expected to intensi-
fy further into a severe cyclonic
storm in the next 24 hours by
Wednesday and maintain that
intensity till Thursday. "It is
very likely to move west-south-
westwards," IMD said.

At the time of landfall,
storm surge of height of up to
one metre above astronomical
tide was expected to inundate
low lying areas of
Nagappattinam, Thanjavur,
Pudukkottai and
Ramanathapuram districts of
Tamil Nadu and Karaikal dis-
trict of Puducherry, the IMD
said. IANS
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The Ministry of Corporate
Affair’s western region

director had raised questions
on some of the grounds
Registrar of Companies (RoC)
used to declare that the sack-
ing of Cyrus P Mistry as chair-
man and director of Tata Sons
and Tata Consultancy Services
(TCS) violated Companies Act
and RBI rules, according to an
RTI reply.

In response to a Right to
Information (RTI) query filed
by Shapoorji Pallonji Mistry
Group, which is the single
largest shareholder of Tata Sons
with 18.4 per cent sharehold-
ing, the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs last month furnished
two letters — a January 25,
2017 letter of the RoC, Mumbai
and a February 17, 2017 letter
from the Office of the Regional
Director, Western Region of the
ministry.

Responding to the obser-
vation of RoC, Mumbai on the
procedural aspects like docu-
ments submitted or the signing
authority, in removing Mistry
as chairman and director of
TCS, the Regional Director,
Western Region, Ministry of
Company Affairs — the senior
reporting authority, raised
doubts on the efficacy of the

findings.
According to the RTI

response, the Regional Director
(Western Region) asked RoC,
Mumbai if a similar standard
was followed or prescribed by
RoC in all other cases of
removal of directors. 

It also asked RoC to fur-
nish a list of companies where
directors were removed under
the Companies Act, 2013 and
the details of documents fur-
nished/called for in such cases.

In addition, the Regional
Director questioned RoC on
whether as per law, many doc-
uments which were not
annexed to the Form DIR 12
filed by TCS pursuant to the
removal of Mistry as director,
were mandatorily required to
be annexed. If not mandatory,
whether RoC can insist on the
same, it asked.

As per law, Form No. DIR-
12 is to be filed with the
Registrar within 30 days of the
appointment/removal of a
director.

According to the letter fur-
nished in the RTI reply, RoC
cited not sending of represen-
tation made by Mistry against
his sacking to all shareholders
but instead making it available
for inspection at the company
office as a violation of the
Companies Act.
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Flipkart Group CEO and co-
founder Binny Bansal on

Tuesday resigned following a
probe into an alleged “serious
personal misconduct”, the
firm’s new parent Walmart
said.

Bansal, 37, has strongly
denied the allegation, the
American retail giant said in a
statement.

His decision to step down
follows an independent inves-
tigation done on behalf of
Flipkart and Walmart, even
though the probe “did not find
evidence to corroborate the
complainant’s assertions against
Binny”, it said. While the state-
ment did not provide details of
the “personal misconduct” alle-
gations against Bansal, sources
indicated that the complainant
was associated with Flipkart a
few years ago and is now run-
ning her own venture.

This, however, could not be
independently ascertained. 

The statement pointed out
that the “deliberate and thor-
ough” investigation “did reveal
other lapses in judgement, par-

ticularly a lack of transparen-
cy, related to how Binny
responded to the situation.
Because of this, we have accept-
ed his decision to resign”.

Bansal’s resignation as the
CEO of Flipkart Group is with
immediate effect. He was serv-
ing as the Group CEO after
Walmart’s mega USD 16 billion
investment in the Bengaluru-
based company. 

Sachin Bansal, the other co-
founder (not related to Binny),
had left Flipkart after selling his
entire 5.5 per cent stake to
Walmart as part of the deal.

Walmart’s statement said
the recent events “risked
becoming a distraction for the
company” and Binny had made
a decision to step down.

The statement pointed
out that Binny had been con-
templating a transition for
some time and that the com-
pany (Walmart) had been
working together on a suc-
cession plan, which has now
been accelerated. 

Kalyan Krishnamurthy will
continue to be CEO of Flipkart,
which will now include Myntra
and Jabong, continuing to
operate as separate platforms
within the Flipkart business,
the statement said. 

Ananth Narayanan will
continue as CEO of Myntra
and Jabong and will report to
Krishnamurthy. Sameer Nigam
will continue to head PhonePe
— Flipkart’s payments unit —
as CEO. 

Both Krishnamurthy and
Nigam will report directly to
the board, Walmart said.

“We remain committed
to investing for the long-term
and are supportive of the
leadership team’s desire to
evolve into a publicly-traded
company in the future,” it
added. 

In an internal email,
Krishnamurthy sought to
assuage employee concerns
stating that “there will be no
changes in our operating
processes, or to the mission of
the company as a result of this
news”.

“Flipkart will continue to
invest heavily in supply chain,
innovation and technology,
with a focus on optimising
operations, and empowering
employees... For Flipkart to
keep succeeding, it is crucial for
our teams to thrive, and we will
continue to do everything pos-
sible to ensure you are given the
opportunity to do just that,” he
added.
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The rupee on Tuesday recov-
ered 22 paise to close at

72.67 against the US currency
on easing crude oil prices and
better-than-expected macro-
economic data.

Crude oil prices fell below
the $70 per barrel mark, easing
concerns over expanding cur-
rent account deficit and infla-
tion which have a bearing on
rupee sentiment.

Positive macro data which
showed retail inflation drop-
ping to a 13-month low in
October also bolstered the
market sentiment. 

Besides, fund inflows by
foreign investors and the US
dollar’s weakness against some
currencies overseas also sup-
ported the domestic unit, deal-
ers said.

Brent crude fell 70 cents to
$69.42 per barrel while West
Texas Intermediate dropped
74 cents to $59.19 per barrel.
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Buoyed by a good response
for the first tender of mid-

term (3 years) power purchase
agreement auction, the power
ministry will bring its second
round for 2,500 MW capacities
to give relief to stressed power
assets, Power Secretary A K
Bhalla said Tuesday.

A PPA is a prerequisite for
getting coal supplies for power
plants.

Power sector is facing stress
due to coal shortage and other
issues. Many power projects are
starving for coal in the absence
of PPAs. The Government's
scheme to auction 2,500 MW
medium-term PPAs evoked
good response and PPAs for
1,900 MW capacities were
signed under the scheme last
month.

“We found that a lot of
interest is coming up for (the
scheme to auction) 2,500 MW
medium-term PPAs. So defi-
nitely there would be PPAs

coming up (on the block).
This was a pilot. We will try to
bring a formal scheme for
another round of 2,500 MW
medium-term PPAs.

“We did not have differ-
ence between fixed cost and
variable cost. There was no
escalation (of tariff). Those
points will be discussed.
Whatever (issues) stakeholders
have raised, will be discussed,”
he said.

The power ministry in
April 2018 had issued guide-
lines for a pilot scheme to
facilitate aggregation of pro-
curement of power (2,500
MW for 3 years) from com-
missioned coal-based power
plants through competitive
bidding.

The PFC Consulting con-
ducted the bid process for
selection of capacity on DEEP
e-bidding Portal from different
projects. Subsequent to the
bidding process, tariff was dis-
covered as �4.24 per unit and
projects with aggregate capac-

ity of 1,900 MW were declared
successful bidders.

The agreements under the
scheme were signed with the
successful bidders and procur-
ing DISCOMs on October 29,
2018.

The seven successful bid-
ders were — RKM Powergen
(550 MW), Jhabua Power (100
MW), MB Power  (175 MW),
SKS Power (300 MW), Jindal
India Thermal Power (125
MW), IL&FS Energy (550
MW) and JP Nigrie (100 MW).

The power procuring
DISCOMs were Telangana and
Tamil Nadu for 550 MW each,
West Bengal and Bihar for 200
MW each. Haryana consented
to sign for 400 MW.

On the under utilisation of
gas-based power plants, Bhalla
said:”The PLF (capacity utili-
sation) of gas-based plants is
less than 25 per cent. So you
can estimate that at what capac-
ity they are running because of
less availability of domestic
gas.
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KKR India's chief executive
officer Sanjay Nayar

Tuesday said the ongoing trou-
bles at non-bank lenders will
lead to a correction in their
valuations and the private equi-
ty firm is keen to up its fund-
ing to them.

Nayar, whose company
also operates as a non-banking
financial company (NBFC) in
the country, said it will take up
to four months for the liquid-
ity related issues in the sector
to settle down.

“Structurally, there will be a
correction (in valuations),
which is good in the long term,”
Nayar told reporters on the side-
lines of a conference organised
by industry body CII.

Return on equity cannot be
created by overleveraging with
the business having a thin net
interest margin (NIM), he said,
wondering how such firms trade
at four times the book value.

He said the leverage ratios
have to become “a lot more
prudent” over time and added
that liabilities have to be fund-
ed long term.

When asked if his compa-
ny will be upping its play in
investments and portfolio buys
of NBFCs, Nayar replied in the
affirmative and also added that
KKR is underleveraged at pre-
sent but will not take any deci-
sion in a hurry.

He refused to comment on
reports of the company being
in the race to buy Aadhar
Housing Finance.

Echoing the views of many
experts including the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI), Nayar said
the present difficulties are ema-
nating from asset liability mis-
matches and will be resolved in
three to four months.

Nayar said the NBFC sec-
tor is critical to the economy
and the stronger entities will be
able to come out of the current
difficulties.
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RLF LIMITED
Regd.Office : 14Kms, Gurgaon Pataudi Road,Jhund Sarai Veeran, Distt.Gurugram, Haryana.

CIN : L74999HR1979PLC032747, Website:www.rlfltd.com, Email id: investorrelations@rlfltd.com, Phone:011-49075251

Statement of Unaudited Consolidated Financial Results for the Quarter and
Half Year Ended September 30, 2018

(Rs. In lacs, except per share data)

Sl. Particulars Quarter Ended Six Months Ended

No. (Refer Notes below) 30.09.2018 30.06.2018 30.09.2017 30.09.2018 30.09.2017
[Unaudited] [Unaudited] [Unaudited] [Unaudited] [Unaudited]

1 Total Income from Operations 0.17 10.01 19.03 10.18 28.23 

2 Net Profit/(Loss) for the period before (32.25) (26.46) (34.06) (58.71) (68.32)
tax and exceptional items 

3 Net Profit/(Loss) for the period before (32.25) (26.46) (34.06) (58.71) (68.32)
tax after exceptional items

4 Net Profit/(Loss) for the period after tax (32.25) (26.46) (34.06) (58.71) (68.32)

5 Total Comprehensive Income  —   —   —   —   —   

6 Net Profit/ (Loss) after Minority Interest (24.87) 9.94 (20.30) (14.93) (10.01)
and Share of Profit/ (Loss) of Associates

7 Paid-up equity share capital 980.08 980.08 980.08 980.08 980.08 

8 Earning Per Share of Rs.10/- each
(not annualised)

a) Basic (0.25) 0.10 (0.21) (0.15) (0.10)

b) Diluted (0.25) 0.10 (0.21) (0.15) (0.10)

Notes :
1  Summarised Standalone Unaudited Financial performance of the Company is as under:

Sl. Particulars Quarter Ended Six Months Ended

No. 30.09.2018 30.06.2018 30.09.2017 30.09.2018 30.09.2017
[Unaudited] [Unaudited] [Unaudited] [Unaudited] [Unaudited]

1 Total Income from Operations 0.17 10.01 19.03 10.18 28.23 

2 Profit/(Loss) before tax (32.25) (26.46) (34.06) (58.71) (68.32)

3 Profit/(Loss) after tax (32.25) (26.46) (34.06) (58.71) (68.32)

4 Total Comprehensive Income  — — — — —

2 The above is an extract of the detailed format of Unaudited Financial Results for the Quarter and half year
ended September 30, 2018 filed with the Stock Exchange under Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing and
Other Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015. The full format of the Unaudited Financial Results for
the Quarter and half year ended September 30, 2018 are available on the Bombay Stock Exchange
website www.bseindia.com and on Company’s website www.rlfltd.com.

For RLF Limited
Sd/-

Anil Kumar Khanna
Place : New Delhi Managing Director
Dated : November 13, 2018 DIN : 00207839
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In a major setback to Sri
Lankan President Maithripala

Sirisena, the Supreme Court on
Tuesday overturned his con-
troversial decision to dissolve
Parliament and ordered a halt to
preparations for snap elections
on January 5.

A three-member bench,
including country’s chief justice
Nalin Perera, delivered its rul-
ing after two days of delibera-
tions on as many as 13 petitions
against and five for Sirisena’s
November 9 decision to dissolve
Parliament, nearly two years
before the its term was to end.

Sirisena dissolved
Parliament after it became clear
that he lacked support from law-
makers to instal former strong-
man Mahinda Rajapaksa as the
new prime Minister following
his October 26 sacking of Ranil
Wickremesinghe as premier.

All petitions filed against
Sirisena’s decision will be heard
on December 4, 5 and 6, the
apex court ruled, according to
the opposition party officials
attending the hearing held
under tight security.

Major political parties and
an election commission mem-
ber Ratnajeevan Hoole on
Monday dragged Sirisena to the
Supreme Court, challenging his
move of dissolving Parliament,
almost 20 months before its
term was to end.

Sirisena dissolved
Parliament and ordered snap

election on January 5, plunging
the country’s into an unprece-
dented political and constitu-
tional crises. 

Rajapaksa needed the sup-
port of minimum 113 parlia-
mentarians in the 225-member
House to prove his majority.

Wickremesinghe has main-
tained that his sacking by
Sirisena was unconstitutional
and illegal and was still the
prime minister.

Sirisena on Sunday stoutly
defended his move to dissolve
Parliament, saying it was taken
to prevent clashes among 
rival lawmakers. He said there
were reports that politicians
would clash during the floor
test, which was due on
November 14.

At the hearing Tuesday,
Attorney General Jayantha
Jayasuriya, on behalf of the
state, justified Sirisena’s action,

saying the powers of the
President are clear and unam-
biguous as provided for in the
Constitution and the announce-
ment of the dissolution of
Parliament was done by the
President in accordance with the
Constitution.

He pleaded for the dis-
missal of all petitions and said
the President is empowered to
dissolve Parliament.

Rajapaksa, 72, who ruled
Lanka for a nearly decade from
2005, was unexpectedly defeat-
ed by his deputy Sirisena in the
presidential election held in
January 2015 with the support
from Wickremesinghe’s UNP.

However, the power-shar-
ing arrangement between
Sirisena and Wickremesinghe
became increasingly tenuous
on several policy matters, espe-
cially on issues like the econo-
my and security. 
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China defended its intern-
ment of Muslims in the

country’s northwest as a terror
prevention measure on
Tuesday, calling on the inter-
national community to reject

“hearsay” and believe 
its official line.

Up to a million Uighurs
and other Chinese Turkic-
speaking minority groups have
been placed in political re-edu-
cation camps in the Xinjiang
region, according to a group of

experts cited by the United
Nations.

After originally denying
the existence of the centres,
Beijing has repeatedly
described the camps as voca-
tional “training centres” that
were built to help people drawn

to extremism to stay away
from terrorism and allow them
to be reintegrated into society.

But the programme has
faced rising criticism outside
the country — notably from
the United States and human
rights groups.
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Donald Trump on Tuesday
launched another attack

against Emmanuel Macron
over the French president’s call
for a European army, a pro-
posal the US leader earlier had
dubbed “insulting.”

“Emmanuel Macron sug-
gests building its own army to
protect Europe against the US,
China and Russia. 

But it was Germany in
World Wars One & Two -
How did that work out for
France?” Trump tweeted.

“They were starting to
learn German in Paris before
the US came along,” Trump
said. “Pay for NATO or not!”
The Republican president has
repeatedly lambasted European
allies for not spending enough
on their militaries, particular-
ly Germany.

Macron had angered
Trump by saying Europe need-
ed its own army and listing the
US along with Russia and
China as a threat to European
security.
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Audio linked to Jamal
Khashoggi’s murder inside

Saudi Arabia’s Istanbul con-
sulate does not implicate
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman, US National Security
Advisor John Bolton said
Tuesday, citing others who
have heard the tapes.

Turkey has previously said
it shared recordings linked to
the murder of Khashoggi — a
Saudi dissident and fierce crit-
ic of the crown prince — with
officials in Riyadh, Washington
and other capitals.

Khashoggi was last seen
entering the consulate on
October 2 to obtain docu-
ments for his forthcoming
marriage. After repeated
denials, Saudi Arabia finally
admitted the 59-year-old had
been murdered at the mission
in a “rogue” operation.

Bolton, speaking 
to reporters in Singapore ahead
of a regional summit, was
asked whether it was right to
say the audio contained noth-
ing that implicated the crown
prince.

“I haven’t listened to the
tape myself but in the assess-
ment of those who have lis-
tened to it that’s right,” he said.

Khashoggi’s brazen murder
has caused intense 
speculation over what, if any-
thing, Crown Prince Salman
might have known about the
operation.
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Thousands of Afghans have
fled to Ghazni city to escape

fighting in two Hazara-domi-
nated districts, with some
describing the violence Tuesday

as the worst they had seen in the
17-year conflict.

The Taliban have been bat-
tling members of Afghanistan’s
special forces and ethnic Hazara
militia in the previously safe dis-
tricts of Jaghori and Malistan in

the southeastern province of
Ghazni for nearly a week.

Hundreds of people, includ-
ing civilians, militia, comman-
dos, militants, killed, according
to figures provided by locals and
Government officials.
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Left-arm spinner Taijul Islam claimed his third consecu-
tive five-wicket haul on Tuesday to put Bangladesh in com-

mand in the second Test against Zimbabwe despite a defi-
ant century by Brendon Taylor in Dhaka.

The home side bowled out Zimbabwe for 304 runs in the
first innings to take a 218-run lead after they had declared
their own innings for a mammoth 522-7 the previous after-
noon.

Zimbabwe need only a draw to win their first Test series
in seven years, with the visitors having won the opening match
in Sylhet by 151 runs, their first Test win away in almost two
decades.

Taijul dismissed Regis Chakabva for 10 to complete his
haul and Zimbabwe's innings ended immediately, 19 short
of the follow-on mark as last man Tendai Chatara was unable
to bat due to injury.

Zimbabwe edged towards avoiding the follow-on once
Taylor hit 110 off 194 balls and Peter Moor added a career-
best 83 to rescue the side from a precarious 131-5 in the final
session.

Bangladesh had occasional medium pacer Ariful Haque
to thank for breaking Moor's 139-run sixth-wicket partner-
ship with Taylor when he trapped the right-hander leg before
in his first over.

Moor, who was dropped on 75 by substitute fielder
Nazmul Islam at cover off Mustfizur Rahman, hit 12 fours
and a six in his fifth Test 50, his second successive half-cen-
tury in the series.

Taylor brought up his hundred off Taijul but off-spinner
Mehedy Hasan soon ended his innings to put Bangladesh back
in control.

Taijul took a stunning catch at square leg to end the fine
innings off Taylor, who hit 10 fours in his fifth Test centu-
ry— his first ever away from home. Bangladesh also domi-
nated the opening two sessions of the day after Zimbabwe
resumed play on 25-1.

Brian Chari led Zimbabwe's initial resistance, hitting 53
off 128 balls before he was snared by Mehidy on the stroke
of lunch.

Taijul dismissed nightwatchman Donald Tiripano for
eight early in the morning but Chari provided some counter-
punch, hitting six fours and two sixes in his second Test fifty. 
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England captain Joe Root had
words of sympathy for Sri Lanka
spinner Akila Dananjaya who

will go into the second Test on
Wednesday with his bowling action
under investigation by cricket's world
body.

Root was questioned about
Dananjaya as it was announced that
England would keep the same team that
hammered Sri Lanka in the first Test
with Ben Stokes playing as number
three batsman and Jonny Bairstow
kept out despite being fit again.

Sri Lanka has insisted that the 25-
year-old off-spinner Dananjaya is ready
to play despite the International Cricket
Council reporting him for his bowling
in the first Test.

"It is an unfortunate thing he has
to deal with," said Root.

"Ultimately for us we played him at
Galle pretty well throughout the last
game.

"If you see anyone with a question
mark by their action, you hope they get
through and it doesn't hamper their
career. It is never nice to see."

Root said the suspect action had
not shocked him.

"It didn't really stand out to me per-
sonally," he added.

"It doesn't matter what his action
is like, it's how we play him. It's how it

comes down to us playing the ball,
being skilful enough to react to the
delivery on the surface."

The match umpires reported
Dananjaya's action after the first Test,
which England won by 211 runs. He
took two wickets for 184 runs.

Under ICC rules Dananjaya must
undergo testing at an approved ICC
centre within two weeks and he is
expected to fly to Australia as soon as
the second Test ends.
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"There are no ICC rules saying he

cannot play," said Suranga Lakmal, who
will captain Sri Lanka in the absence of
injured Dinesh Chandimal.

"He can still play and he's in a good
mentality, he will still play the next
match and correct his mistake."

England's unchanged team may
mean Root and coach Trevor Bayliss
want Ben Stokes to establish himself as
a regular number three — a trouble-
some position for England.

Stokes, who batted number five in
the first Test, had been in competition
with Jos Buttler for a boost up the order.
Moeen Ali has fallen out of contention

after scoring just three runs in two
innings in the first Test.

Stokes has played 64 of his 85 Test
knocks at number six. The England
coaching staff believe however that his
technique is suited to a higher position.

Bairstow, England's first-choice
wicketkeeper-batsman for the past
three years, was believed to have recov-
ered from ankle ligament damage suf-
fered in the one-day series. But Ben
Foakes' stunning debut as stand-in
made a change difficult.

Speaking before the line-up was
announced, Root highlighted the need
for the team to remain flexible.

"I think you have to adjust, to be as

adaptable as possible," said Root.
"You obviously want some sort of

consistency in your top order but in
tours in this part of the world, on sur-
faces where conditions are so extreme
at times, there will be times you might
want to change things round," he said.

"I want us to take the positive
option if we're unsure at any stage. I
want us to continue keep taking the
game to the opposition." 
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Jos Buttler is at the centre of a selec-

tion dilemma that England must solve
for the second Test.

England are searching for a regu-
lar number three batsman and Buttler
is again one of the candidate.

Number three has become a long
term gap in England's arsenal even
though Buttler insisted that the team
have "great options".

Buttler said he was ready — "if
required".

"In this part of the world it doesn't
matter too much where you bat," he
said.

"Potentially, it could be the best time
to bat as well. There are some great
options for the side. That's what really
exciting for the coach and the captain,
trying to fit 11 players into the side," he
added.

Buttler believes the win in first Test
has given them (England) confidence
for the rest of the series.

"From talking as a group about how
we were going to play, it was pleasing
to go out and deliver it, and it got us in,"
said Buttler.

"I think it's a good sign for the lads
that we're excited by the challenge, and
happy to take it on, and not be afraid
to do things differently if we have to.
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Wayne Rooney says he is hon-
oured to make a final appear-

ance for England and happy for man-
ager Gareth Southgate to decide his
playing time on Thursday against the
United States.

Former Manchester United star
Rooney, in video comments released
on Monday by his Major League
Soccer club DC United, detailed his
excitement at earning his 120th cap
for England in his farewell match, a
friendly against the Americans at
Wembley Stadium. 

"Playing on the squad for this
game and see some old teammates,
see Gareth and the coaching staff,
and then obviously to play at
Wembley for the last time will be a
great moment," Rooney said.

"To see old teammates, coaches

and be around them for a few days,
but also to see the fans — it'll be great
to pull on the England shirt again in
front of the fans in almost a way of
me saying thank you to the fans for
the support you've shown me over
my time playing for England."

England's all-time men's goals
leader came to MLS in July, lifting
DC United from the bottom of the
table to the playoffs in his first cam-
paign. United were ousted by
Columbus in their post-season open-
er earlier this month.

England's Football Association
set up the Rooney tribute with pro-
ceeds going to youth charities.

"Obviously it's a huge honor for
the FA to grant me this game. It's an
important game, obviously. The
money will be raised for children's
charities, which I think is really
important," Rooney said.

Rooney, 33, has scored 53 goals
in 119 England appearances since
making his debut for the Three Lions
on February 12, 2003. He has not
played for England since a 3-0 vic-
tory over Scotland at Wembley on
November 11, 2016.

"I have to admit I don't know
how much I'm going to play, whether
that's from the start or whether that's
the last few minutes," Rooney said.

"I'll speak to Gareth before we
meet up. Whatever he wants me then
to play I'm happy to do so."
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Swedish forward Zlatan
Ibrahimovic of the Los Angeles

Galaxy was on Monday named as
Major League Soccer Newcomer
of the Year, defeating England's
Wayne Rooney among others for
the award.

Ibrahimovic won in a ballot-
ing of MLS coaches and players
plus a media panel with an aver-
age of 36.36 percent support to
32.25 percent for DC United cap-
tain Rooney.

Mexico's Carlos Vela of Los
Angeles FC was third on 13.47
percent. Ibrahimovic scored 22
goals and added 10 assists in what
was only the third 20-and-10
season in MLS history. The Galaxy
went 9-2 with four drawn when
the Swedish icon scored a goal.

With a roundhouse volley
kick to score against Toronto FC
on September 15, Ibrahimovic
netted his 500th career goal, join-
ing Lionel Messi and Cristiano
Ronaldo as only the third active
player to reach that lofty mile-

stone.
Ibrahimovic failed to lead

the Galaxy into the play-offs but
his career has already included
titles with European giants FC
Barcelona, Paris Saint-Germain
and Inter Milan.

He has also netted a record 62
goals for Sweden, with star turns
in the 2002 and 2006 World
Cups.

Rooney, who scored 12 goals
in 21 appearances for DC United
after joining the club in July and

lifting them from the cellar to the
playoffs, won the nod in voting
from club technical staff — 34.31
percent to 28.43 percent over
Zlatan.

But the Swede edged Rooney
in player balloting 34.99 to 30.90
percent and decisively took media
voting 45.65 percent to 31.53
percent.

Newcomer of the Year recog-
nizes players in their first MLS sea-
son but with prior professional
experience, making Rookie of
the Year candidates ineligible.
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Former England midfielder Joe Cole announced his
retirement on Tuesday after making more than 700

appearances for seven clubs including West Ham and
Chelsea.

Cole, who turned 37 last week, said his career had
been "a dream come true" and he now hopes to move
into coaching.

His final club was Tampa Bay Rowdies in the
United Soccer League, the second tier in the US.

Cole made 716 professional appearances, scoring
104 goals for seven clubs and his 56 England caps
spanned across three World Cup tournaments.

He made his international debut aged 19 when he
was earmarked as one of England's brightest young
talents at the Hammers.

Cole was part of England's so-called "Golden
Generation", playing alongside David Beckham,

Wayne Rooney, Rio Ferdinand, Paul Scholes, Michael
Owen and Steven Gerrard, plus his Chelsea teammates
John Terry and Frank Lampard.

Cole said in a statement: "After 20 years as a pro-
fessional, the time has come for me to hang up my
boots. It has been a dream come true. All of it.

"Whatever is next, I hope the next two decades
are as special as my last 20 years as a professional have
been."

He added: "I've been incredibly fortunate to have
played with some of the very best players of my era
and even more fortunate to call a lot of them friends.

"Winning trophies at Chelsea was special for me.
Those memories will live with me forever."
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Borussia Dortmund mid-
fielder Marco Reus was

forced to sit out with a foot
injury as Germany were put
through their paces in train-
ing on Tuesday ahead of an
upcoming friendly against
Russia.

Reus has a history of sit-
ting out Germany duty due to
injury. Torn ankle ligaments
ruled him out of their 2014
World Cup triumph in Brazil and a groin injury side-
lined him for Euro 2016 in France.

For the match against 2018 World Cup hosts
Russia, Germany coach Joachim Loew is already
without Schalke striker Mark Uth, who has a leg
injury, and PSG winger Julian Draxler, who drops
out because of a family bereavement.

Toni Kroos is expected to join the squad later
in the week for next Monday's Nations League home
match against the Netherlands , which the Germans
must win to stay in Group One.
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Atletico Madrid striker Diego Costa
has been sidelined with a foot injury

that could leave him in a race for full fit-
ness ahead of a crucial league clash with
Barcelona.

Costa hobbled off during a 3-2
league win over Athletic Bilbao on
Saturday, which saw the capital side close
to within a point of leaders Barcelona.

Atletico defender Diego Godin hit a
brace in that win but has been sidelined
after he, too, hobbled off before the end
with a thigh injury that could rule him
out for up to a month.

Now Costa has joined the
Uruguayan on the sidelines after suf-
fering "an injury to his foot," according
to a statement by Atletico on Tuesday.

"The striker will go through adapt-
ed training sessions and undergo phys-
iotherapy and medical treatment," it
added, without giving a timeline for his
return to competition.

Costa only returned to the compet-
itive fold earlier this month following a
two-week absence due to "muscle prob-

lems" but played only the first half
against Bilbao after complaining of
"pains", according to Atletico coach
Diego Simeone.

Simeone is also without the injured
Thomas Lemar (thigh) and defenders
Lucas Hernandez, Jose Maria Gimenez
and Stefan Savic.

Atletico host Barcelona on
November 24 following the break for
international matches, then host Monaco
four days later looking to book their tick-
et for the last 16 of the Champions
League.
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Brazil coach Tite was
forced into some late

changes to the squad that will
face Uruguay and Cameroon
in friendlies in England after
Barcelona's Philippe
Coutinho and Real Madrid
pair Marcelo and Casemiro
pulled out through injury.

Tite called up Barcelona
midfielder Rafinha Alcantara
on Monday to replace
Casemiro, who is suffering
from a sprained ankle that
could sideline him for sever-
al weeks.

He also added Beijing
Guoan midfielder Renato
Augusto and Juventus full-
back Alex Sandro.

Coutinho's absence was
expected after Barca
announced Thursday he had
a hamstring problem that
would keep him out for two
weeks.

Tite had been hoping to
call upon Marcelo but the
Real left-back hasn't recov-
ered yet from a thigh problem
suffered two weeks ago in the
clasico, which the Madrid
side lost 5-1 against their
bitter rivals from Barcelona.

Brazil's football federa-
tion released a statement say-
ing Tite had been "waiting to
see if he would recover" but
after Marcelo missed Real's 4-
2 win over Celta Vigo at the
weekend it was decided he
wouldn't be fit.

Brazil will play Uruguay
at Arsenal's Emirates stadium
on Friday before taking on
Cameroon in Milton Keynes
four days later.

It will be their last two
matches of the year having
recorded four straight friend-
ly victories since exiting the
World Cup in Russia at the
quarter-final stage, beaten 2-
1 by Belgium.

Brazil beat the United
States 2-0, El Salvador 5-0,
Saudi Arabia 2-0 and
Argentina 1-0 in their last
four matches. 
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The TKWs Institute of

Banking & Finance, New
Delhi, invites applications for
its 2018 academic session of
Post-Graduate Diploma in
Banking & Finance with spe-
cialisation in International
Trade Finance.

ELIGIBILITY: Minimum
qualification for securing
admission to PG Diploma in
Banking & Finance is graduate
in any stream with 50 per cent
marks. Students awaiting final
year results may also apply.  

HOW TO APPLY: Fill an
online application form and
pay �1000 application fee,
online or by visiting the insti-
tute. The selection will be on
basis on Banking Aptitude Test
and Personal Interview.

SEATS OFFERED: 60
LAST DATE: November

24, 2018. For more informa-
tion, log on to
www.TKWsIBF.org.
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The University of Sheffield,
UK, is inviting applications
for MEng Materials Science
and Engineering course start-
ing from September 2019.

This four-year degree
course can be kept general or
students can choose to spe-
cialise by choosing options or
one of our more focused cours-
es.

The course includes plen-
ty of practical work, allowing
students to get hands on expe-
rience of widely used process-
es and the latest in investiga-
tive equipment, vital to finding
employment after graduation.

In the first year, students
will take the global engineer-
ing challenge; working with
students from other engineer-
ing courses, they work togeth-
er to find creative solutions to
problems.

The focus is on solving
challenges faced by communi-
ties throughout the world, for
example, improving municipal
water systems, or designing
reliable materials for monitor-
ing health. The exercise is
designed to develop students as
professional engineers and to
get them thinking about sus-

tainable solutions to
real world problems.

All MEng courses include
a guaranteed five-month paid
industrial placement, which
may be in the UK or abroad.
This is a great way of getting
additional experience and is
one of the reasons why, in
2017, 100 per cent of Materials
graduates from Sheffield were
in employment or further edu-
cation six months after grad-
uating.

In the third and fourth
year of the MEng degrees, stu-
dents on the industrially-
focused stream of the course
will take part in four industri-
al training programmes, focus-
ing on the areas of nuclear,
glass, aerospace and advanced
manufacturing materials.

For each, there are small
group seminars with industry
experts and engineers, acade-
mic lectures and visits to
industry sites and technology
centres.

Students will apply their
materials science and engi-
neering knowledge to analyse
and solve a real current indus-
trial problem and then present
the results to the boardroom of
the company.

The degree course is
accredited by the Institute of
Materials, Minerals and
Mining (IOM3).

ELIGIBILITY: 80 per cent
in Class XII including two of
Maths, Physics or Chemistry.
International students need
overall IELTS grade of 6.5
with a minimum of 5.5 in each
component, or an equivalent
English language qualification

FEE: £22,600 per year of
the course for international
students.

Interested candidates can
email for more information, at
materials@sheffield.ac.uk;
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/ma
terials/undergraduates/mse#M
Eng.

As the country is focused on cre-
ating jobs through initiatives
like Make in India and Digital

India, the challenge for the industry
is to attract talent with the right skills
and improve the skill sets of existing
workers to keep pace with the chang-
ing demands of the job. 

While organisations are focused
on ensuring a perfect fit of talent for
every job, the skills gap emerges as a
key challenge in the industrial work-
place. Failure to address the skills gap
can not only hamper employee pro-
ductivity, but also have a direct neg-
ative impact business profitability.

The situation is further accentu-
ated by technological advancement
and automation reducing the shelf life
of skills and putting added pressure on
skills upgradation. A recent McKinsey
Global Institute report cites that by
2020, the world will face a deficit of
40 million high-skilled workers and 45
million medium-skilled workers.
Concurrently, the number of low-
skilled workers will increase to 95 mil-
lion.
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In a highly competitive work

environment with compressed prod-
uct and service lifecycles and faster
turn-around times, the cost of train-
ing workers on processes and systems
can mean additional deployment of

time and effort. 
Additionally, businesses also have

to bear the loss of knowledge and skills
when highly trained workers retire or
leave the organisation. The big human
resource challenge for organisations
is to have a robust training and
upskilling system in place to ensure a
continuous stream of trained talent
and a future-ready state of prepared-
ness.
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The traditional or passive train-

ing approaches are proving to be inad-
equate and ineffective in training
millennial employees. Research shows
that millennial respond better to
experiential learning techniques rather
than passive learning methods.

It is imperative for businesses to
adopt active or experiential learning
methods to address their training
needs. The new technology-enabled
trend in training is catching up fast in
India with several organisations
deploying experiential training activ-
ities for their industrial learning ini-
tiatives.

The philosophy involves immers-
ing an employee in the environment
in which they will work through sim-
ulation, using virtual and augmented
reality — be it the creation of a shop-
floor experience or the construction
of an office environment.
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Unlike the passive training meth-

ods, which are often one-sided, expe-
riential learning involves a two-way
interaction. Active learning methods
result in longer retention of knowledge
compared to passive learning meth-
ods as it lays importance on develop-
ment of skills rather than a mere trans-
fer of facts and figures. It also reduces
the time required to train an employ-
ee — from half a year using passive
methods to a couple of months.  

The experiential learning solu-
tions substantially improve skill reten-
tion, even while taking significantly
lesser time to train the employees.
Businesses can also leverage the expe-
riential learning solutions to measure
the effectiveness of the training and
its contribution to overall plant per-
formance.

Experiential learning methods
expose learners to company-specific,
real-world situations, which have
more relevance to their jobs. They
allow learners to make mistakes, and
correct and re-learn at negligible
costs. In such customised learning
process, learners get to train them-
selves on various job activities such as
installation, configuration, inspec-
tion, maintenance, troubleshooting,
replacement of working parts, and
much more. 

They also allow users to record

and save their work to the cloud mak-
ing it digitally accessible whenever
they need to learn about a specific pro-
cedure or situation. However, the
biggest unique selling point (USP) of
experiential learning methods is that
all the learning takes place in a safe
and controlled situation with no risks
to the lives of the learners and others,
as well as the plant and environment. 

����
����	������	
Experiential learning has the

potential to bridge the gaps in employ-
ee training that the traditional train-
ing methods have failed to deliver.
Companies which have been quick to
adopt experiential learning methods
are witnessing positive impact on their
business operations. They have been
able to reduce operational costs by up
to 50 per cent in some areas and
improve the utilisation of manpower.

Today, companies are looking for
rapid results and availability of fully
trained workers, which is impelling
them to search for innovative train-
ing strategies. As competition for
skilled workers rises, it is imperative
for businesses to adopt technology-
based experiential learning methods
to address their employee training
needs and bridge the talent skills gap. 
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The Krea University, Chennai, an upcoming Liberal
Arts and Sciences University, and The Dalai Lama

Center for Ethics and Transformative Values (The
Centre) have announced a formal agreement to
reimagine and co-create the ethics learning experi-
ence for the university’s UG students. The centre
would help Krea deliver an innovative ethics curricu-
lum and will start facilitating sessions with the fac-
ulty on ethical learning and pedagogy early next year. 

The university will offer three-year residential BA
Honours and BSc Honours degrees across several dis-
ciplines, with strong foundation skills in analytical
thinking, ethics, quantitative reasoning and commu-
nication. Admissions for the first batch of students
went live on November 1, 2018. 

It will commence classes for its first batch of UG
students in August 2019. The Dalai Lama Center for
Ethics and Transformative Values is dedicated to
inquiry, dialogue, and education on the ethical and
humane dimensions of life. As a collaborative and non-
partisan think tank, The Center focuses on the devel-
opment of interdisciplinary research and programmes
in varied fields of knowledge, from science and tech-
nology to education and international relations. The
programmes emphasise responsibility and examines
meaningfulness and moral purpose between individ-
uals, organisations, and societies.

Six Noble Peace laureates including The Dalai
Lama and Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu
serve as the founding members of  the Centre. Since
its inception at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 2009, the centre’s programmes have
expanded to eight countries. Speaking on the occa-
sion, Krea University’s VC Sunder Ramaswamy, said:
“This partnership will provide an exciting opportu-
nity for young minds at Krea to engage with ethical
questions, find their sense of purpose and understand
the societal impact of their actions”.
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The Vellore Institute of
Technology (VIT) organised

an event where the chief guest
and Tamil Nadu Minister for
School Education KA
Sengottaiyan distributed the
prizes to the headmasters of 59
senior secondary schools in
Vellore district who achieved 100
per cent passes in Secondary
School Leaving Certificate
(SSLC) or Class XII exam in
2018. They were awarded a
�5,000 cash award as well for
achieved 100 per cent results in
their school.  

The chancellor noted that
the number of schools which
achieved 100 per cent results in
the Class XII exams in Vellore
district has increased to 87 per
cent this year from 83 per cent
in 2016 and 85 per cent in 2017,

and to 88 per cent this year from
86 per cent in 2016 in SSLC.

While addressing the gath-
ering, Sengottaiyan, said:
“Around 3,000 smart classrooms

will be provided in Government
schools and Internet facility pro-
vided to Class IX to XII students
before December. The Tamil
Nadu Government is also taking

steps to enable the students to
study through their cell phones.
Skill training would be provid-
ed to Class XI and XII students
so that they get jobs immediate-

ly after passing out from their
school. The Government,
through various measures, has
created confidence among the
Government school students to
face competitive exams such as
National Eligibility-cum-
Entrance Test (NEET) for med-
ical admissions.  Through NEET,
1,000 students of Government
schools have got admission in
MBBS.” The above steps are
among the many being taken by
the Government to bridge the
gap between private and
Government schools in the qual-
ity of education for students.  

“From January 2019, LKG
and UKG classes would be intro-
duced to the 52,400 students
studying in Anganwadi centres
in order to fulfill the aspiration
of the parents to see their chil-
dren speak in English. To main-
tain hygiene in the school toilets,

the Government, under a Rotary
Club-sponsored scheme, will
collaborate with German firms
to install the technology in Tamil
Nadu schools. One van will be
provided for every 20 schools,
and 100 vehicles will be ready
before December,” Sengottaiyan
said.

Responding to the sugges-
tion of Dr G Viswanathan, chan-
cellor, VIT said that the Centre
and State should discuss with the
managements of educational
institutions periodically to thrash
out issues concerning education.
He urged for streamlining the
recruitment of teachers in order
to ensure that only those who are
interested in teaching are recruit-
ed as school teachers.
Government should take steps to
put an end to the situation
where teachers’ degrees are
bought.

The India Design Confluence (IDC),
a three-day design festival, is sched-

uled to take place at the Unitedworld
Institute of Design in Ahmedabad on
November 23-25, 2018. Presiding the
event as chief guest will be Union
Textiles Minister Smriti Irani. 

The aim is to promote a shared
understanding of the practices in design,
exchange of knowledge and future
trends within the booming design
industry. The event will be dedicated to
bringing a balanced ecosystem for the
collaterals of design in the dimensions
of offering sustainability in academics,
businesses, people, and the environ-
ment. 

Inspiring talks, experiential work-
shops and presentations will give young,
aspiring designers and creative profes-
sionals an industry insight. The itiner-
ary includes lectures and master sessions
from creative powerhouses in the design
industry, hands-on workshops that
focus on knowledge generation and idea
development, paper presentations that
involve visual props and illustrations,
and panel discussions to trigger a con-
structive exchange of views.

The sessions will cover myriad

sectors in design, mainly animation,
visual communication, interior design,
architecture, automobile design, prod-
uct design, jewellery design, lifestyle and
accessory design, photography and fine
arts.

The IDC will host a list of speak-
ers including Sunil Sethi, president,
Fashion Design Council of India; Rajeev
Sethi designer, scenographer and art
curator; Angela Guzman, design lead,
Google; Peter Bi’lak, graphic and type-
face designer; Carol Hanlon, founder,

Belmont Business Enterprise Centre Inc;
Julian Roberts, fashion designer and
academician; Rajesh Kutty managing
director, Design Kite Ltd and lead inte-
rior designer, Bentley Motors Ltd and
many others. 

Participants will also have a chance
to unwind with a plethora of live per-
formances, a craft village for art lovers,
and much more.

A highlight of the event will be the
students from BHU, UID, Sir JJ College
and School of Planning and

Architecture displaying their record
breaking number of installations creat-
ed from recycled products at one venue.

The event will proudly bring togeth-
er national and international experts,
academicians, artisans and craftspeople
in the design industry to share their own
journey, creative process, case studies,
perspective and style of working — giv-
ing students access to fresh inspiration
and diverse opinions from the stalwarts
of design as mentioned above. The event
is expected to be attended by more than
6,000 students.

For registration and ticket informa-
tion, visit
www.indiadesignconfluence.com
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The Society of
Exploration Geophysicists is
awarding undergraduate
and graduate scholarships
for the applicants from all
over the world. These schol-
arships are awarded in the
fields of geophysics and relat-
ed geosciences. The aim is to
encourage the study of geo-
physics and related geo-
sciences.

Eligibility: Is a high
school senior planning to
attend college next year or an
undergraduate or graduate
college student; Has above
average grades; Is intending
to pursue a college curricu-
lum directed toward a career
in applied geophysics. 

Scholarships range from
$500 to $10,000 per academic
year; average awards are
approximately $3,700.
English Language
Requirements: Applicants
must have sufficient knowl-
edge of the language of
instruction of the host uni-
versity.

How to apply: Students
must include current tran-
scripts; Must include email
addresses for two faculty
members who have agreed to
serve as references.

Application deadline:
The online applications are
accepted from November 1,
2018 through March 1, 2019.
Applicants will be notified of

results in mid-June
2019.

Google is inviting appli-
cations for Software
Engineering Internship, BS,
for Summer 2019. Interns
must be currently enrolled in
a full-time Bachelors degree
program in Computer
Science or related technical
field and returning to a full-
time degree programme after
completion of the internship.

International students are
eligible to apply. This is a
paid internship programme
for 12 to 14 weeks.

Eligibility: Minimum
qualifications: Enrolled in a
Bachelor’s degree program in
Computer Science, or related
technical field.

Experience with Data
Structures or Algorithms
gathered from: completing a
data structures or algorithms
class, coursework, course
projects, research, individual
projects, internships, or other
practical experience inside or
outside of school or work
(including open source
hobby coding). Experience in
Software Development and
coding in a general purpose
programming language.

Examples of coding in
one of the following pro-
gramming languages includ-
ing but not limited to: C,
C++, Java, JavaScript, or
Python.

How to apply: The mode
of application is online.

Application deadline:
The last date to is December
14, 2018.
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Indian Institute of Art and
Design (IIAD)  organised
a design jam session at

their Okhla campus. This is a
run-up for the international
Clean Energy Challenge that is an
international competition on
Global Climate Action Challenge
that invites the design, research,

student and
startup commu-
nity to rethink
how smarter
production, dis-
tribution and use

of energy can look like, in part-
nership with the IKEA
Foundation. The IIAD has col-
laborated with What Design Can
Do, an organisation which organ-
ises annual conferences on design
and innovation in cities globally.
The idea is to bring together prac-
titioners, academics and stu-
dents to collaborate and incubate
ideas that can reimagine the
world. A panel  discussion was
organised in Delhi on How we
can decrease pollution while Delhi
keeps growing.

Developing a proactive
system to identify
prospective needs and

prepare graduates for an uncer-
tain future is a major challenge
that educational institutions must
face by developing linkages with
the labour market and tailoring
programmes to match their
demands. Commonwealth of
Learning (COL) president-CEO,
Professor Asha Kanwar spoke
about these challenges and other
emerging trends in her keynote
speech at the Asian Association

of Open Universities (AAOU)
32nd annual conference on in
Vietnam.

Talking on Human Resource
Development and Lifelong
Learning for Open Universities
Professor Kanwar encouraged
open universities to strengthen
outreach and integrate employa-
bility by responding to market
needs. She called for more invest-
ments in innovative learning and
the re-imagining of policies and
practices to suit lifelong learners
at different stages of their lives.

The Japan International
Cooperation Agency
(JICA) held its 7th Edition

of the IIT Hyderabad — Japan
Collaboration Academic Fair
organised under the Jica-
Frienship Project. 

The purpose was to intro-
duce a clear vision of career in
Japan to the Indian Institute of
Technology, Hyderabad (IIT-H)

students, including study envi-
ronment, career and life in Japan.
Faculty and staff members of
Japanese universities like the
University of Tokyo, Hokkaido
University, Keio University and
Hiroshima University came to
recruit IIT-H graduates and
expected more and new gradu-
ates for their master/doctoral
programmes.
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Technology can lead to more one-
on-one interaction between
teacher and student (not less).

For example, in classrooms that use
mastery learning systems, teachers get
information and insights to provide
personalised instruction for every stu-
dent. “They’re able to better meet the
needs of every student and build deep-
er connections with their students,”
said Sandeep Bapna, Khan Academy
India’s head honcho.

Speaking about the importance of
technology at the elementary level. he
said, teachers have always known that
meeting individual needs of each stu-
dent accelerates learning. “They have
been heroic in their efforts to do this
in classrooms of 30 or more students
at a time. However, it’s challenging for
even the most passionate teacher to
meet the needs of every student.
Today, teachers can finally use tech-
nology to begin to deliver on the long-
held dream of personalised learning
for every student,” he added.

Bapna recently conducted a mar-
ket research and results said that 40%
teachers were not using online educa-
tion in classrooms because the school
administration didn't recommend it or
there was a lack of proper infrastruc-
ture. 

“But 98% of these teachers sur-
veyed were found to be confident that
the use of online learning tools is only
going to increase in the future, and
such tools provide excellent remedia-
tion options and supplement the class-
room learning,” Bapna said.

Disclosing that the Kerala
Government had signed a five-year
partnership with his Academy to cover
4,775 schools, one lakh teachers and
20 lakh students, he said that in the
first year of partnership, the State
would link Academy’s content to
Samagra — its education portal, pro-
vide training to teachers and begin a
20-school personalised learning pilot.
“Learning’s from the first year would
be applied to a State-wide rollout over
the next four years. The content, deliv-
ered through its website and apps,
helps students attain grade level mas-
tery. Teachers can track progress, iden-

tify gaps in learning, and use data to
help individual students,” he
explained.

As for the Mastery Learning P
rogramme, Bapna said that “teachers
have always known that meeting the
individual needs of each student accel-
erates learning. And they have been
heroic in their efforts to do this in
classrooms of 30 or more students at a
time. 

However, it’s challenging for even
the most passionate teacher to meet
the needs of every student. The mas-
tery learning system makes this vision
a reality for teachers and students
everywhere. It is free. In this system,
every student progresses through
unlimited quizzes and questions at just
the right level for them. 

“They get immediate feedback as
they learn and, when appropriate;
learning interventions at the exact
moment the student needs them.
Teachers can track progress, identify
gaps in learning and use data to help
individual students,” he said.
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Automobile technicians, or
automotive service techni-
cians, work within

mechanic shops, auto dealerships
and other garages to identify and
repair car and truck trouble.
Their specific duties vary based
on their training and region of
focus, but auto technicians use
many of the same tools and share
parallel working conditions.  

*0����
Employees in the automotive

industry need a number of skills
to help them uphold and repair
cars, trucks and other vehicles,
and to work with clientele, man-
agers, employees, and team mem-
bers. Skills that employer looks for
are: Body repair, brake repair, car
tune-up, change and repair tyres,
conduct tests and inspections,
diagnostic abilities, engine repair
and general auto repair.
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The job outlook is good for

the next decade. A lot of skilled
workers are likely to go away over
the next decade and are in need
to be replaced by well-trained
technicians. Employment of auto-
motive service technicians and
mechanics is anticipated to grow
6 per cent from 2016 to 2026,
about as fast as the average for all
occupations. 

The need for technicians will
also enlarge with the number of
vehicles on the road. Growth in

the driving age population and
multi-car families will also aug-
ment the want for more techni-
cians to carry out abundant tasks.
In adding up, more repairs and
care will be required as vehicles
are lasting longer. 

The number of vehicles in use
is also likely to continue to rise.
More entry-level service techni-
cians will be required to execute
basic maintenance and repair
these vehicles.
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The automotive industry is

varied, extremely competitive and
highly globalised. Most of the
vehicle producers come out with
hundreds of models every year,
which transform at regular inter-
vals. Opportunities are rising
rapidly. This particular area
requires lots of commitment and
hard work to learn the profession
and achieve the success. 

Automotive service techni-
cians and mechanics may work at
gasoline stations or at automotive
parts, accessories and tire stores.
But a vast majority of them work
for automobile dealers or in the
automotive repair and mainte-
nance industry. Unlike diesel ser-
vice technicians and mechanics,
automotive service technicians
and mechanics revamp and exam-
ine all types of vehicles, not just
those that hold diesel engines.

These technicians are espe-
cially vital in our car-driven soci-

ety. Most of us travel to our jobs
on four wheels; we pile in for fam-
ily road trips, and when we
require running every day jobs,
our sedans and SUVs are almost
always the transportation of
choice. That’s why people place so
much significance on finding a
high-quality mechanic.
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The duty revolves around

troubleshooting and mends of
cars and trucks. Technicians
examine vehicles for mechanical
problems and test systems for
malfunction. They put simulta-
neously reports of problem spots
for car owners and estimate parts
and costs needed for repair. Once
they have the client's consent,
technicians make looking after on
the components ranging from fuel
injectors to mufflers. Technicians
also handle regular maintenance
to protect cars from bigger repairs
down the road. They adjust oil
and oil filters, spin tires and tune
up engines.
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Completing a vocational or

other post secondary education
program in automotive service
technology is considered the
greatest preparation for entry-
level positions. Programmes usu-
ally last six months to a year and
give rigorous career preparation
through classroom instruction
and hands-on practice. Short-

term certificate courses in a par-
ticular area, such as brake main-
tenance or engine performance,
are also available.

A variety of automobile man-
ufacturers and dealers subsidise
associate's degree programs.
Courses typically include mathe-
matics, electronics, and automo-
tive repair.

Some programmes add class-
es in customer service and other
essential skills. Students here typ-
ically spend constant periods
attending classes full time and
functioning full time in service
shops under the assistance of a
knowledgeable technician.

Service technicians who have
graduated from post secondary
programs in automotive service
technology usually necessitate
little on-the-job training. Those
who have not concluded post sec-
ondary education, however, usu-
ally start as trainee technicians,
technicians’ helpers or lubrication
workers. They gradually obtain
more knowledge and experience
by working with skilled mechan-
ics and technicians.
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Salary depends on factors like job
profile, organisation, experience,
qualification and experience. In
India, the average salary starts
from �10,000-�15,000. This will
rise with experience.
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New Delhi: Flipkart Group CEO Binny Bansal

Tuesday resigned following an allegation of ‘serious per-
sonal miscount’, the firm’s new parent Walmart said.
Bansal, who along with Sachin Bansal had co-found-
ed the India’s biggest online retailer Flipkart, “strong-
ly denies the allegation”, Walmart said in a statement.
Binny, it said, has resigned as the CEO of Flipkart Group
with immediate effect. “His decision follows an inde-
pendent investigation done on behalf of Flipkart and
Walmart into an allegation of serious personal mis-
conduct. He strongly denies the allegation. Nevertheless, we had a respon-
sibility to ensure the investigation was deliberate and thorough. “While the
investigation did not find evidence to corroborate the complainant's asser-
tions against Binny, it did reveal other lapses in judgement, particularly a
lack of transparency, related to how Binny responded to the situation. Because
of this, we have accepted his decision to resign,” the statement said. 
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New Delhi:  Hiring activity registered 21 per cent rise in October dri-

ven by bullish recruitment trends in the IT industry and the future outlook
too looks glossy, a survey said on Tuesday. The Naukri JobSpeak Index for
October 2018 stood at 2,088, up 21 per cent from the year-ago period, when
it was quoted at 1,728. The IT industry was on a hiring spree in October this
year. “After the slowdown due to the proposed visa restrictions in the US,
the industry has picked up pace in hiring in the past couple of months and
this pace is to continue in the upcoming months,” the survey said. Meanwhile,
startups also have contributed to the IT employment in India by their sheer
growing numbers as well as them working on niche technologies like robot-
ics, AI, blockchain etc, the survey added. “The JobSpeak Index continues to
sustain the momentum gained and surge ahead with an impressive 21 per
cent growth in October," Naukri.com Chief Sales Officer V Suresh said.  He
said it is good to see the healthy growth across cities and sectors and signals
good times ahead for jobseekers. In terms of experience, the demand for fresh
graduates with experience of 0-3 years grew 24 per cent, while for trained
professionals (experience of 4-7 years) demand witnessed a rise of 22 per
cent. Mid-management roles with an experience of 8-12 years saw a growth
of 18 per cent year-on-year in hiring activity while senior management roles
with an experience of 13-16 years saw a growth of 7 per cent. In terms of
cities, hiring activity in metropolitan cities saw positive growth with both
Chennai and Delhi registering a rise of 23 per cent. The index has been cal-
culated based on job listings added to the site month-on-month. July 2008
has been taken as the base month with a score of 1,000 and the subsequent
monthly index is compared with data for July 2008.
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The equity benchmark Sensex
Tuesday recouped nearly

332 points following robust
buying in energy, infra and
banking stocks amid easing
crude oil prices and strong
recovery in the rupee.  

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty jumped over 100 points to
cross the key 10,500 level.

However, most Asian mar-
kets ended lower after a rout in
tech stocks, tracking a hefty sell-
off on Wall Street, while the dol-
lar hit a 16-month peak on safe
haven bets amid China-US trade
war worries.

Concerns about a slow-
down in China and the Asian
region due to US tariffs on
Chinese goods spooked
investors, sparking the largest
monthly foreign fund outflows
from Asia last month since
August 2011.

However, investor senti-
ments in domestic markets
remained upbeat due to fresh
foreign fund inflows and the
rupee gains. The domestic cur-
rency Tuesday staged a strong
comeback by strengthening 37
paise to 72.52 (intra-day) against
the American currency. Besides,
the global benchmark Brent
crude trading 0.98 per cent
lower at USD 69.43 per barrel
helped ease concerns on the

country’s current account deficit
front.

“Despite volatility in global
markets, Nifty gained nearly 1
per cent supported by sharp fall
in oil prices. Softening of CPI
inflation to 3.31 per cent,  India's
stable industrial production and
gains in INR added to the pos-
itives. Decline in oil prices below
USD 70/barrel is likely to invoke
positive sentiments for domes-
tic market in the near term,”
Vinod Nair, Head of Research,
Geojit Financial Services Ltd,
said.    

The BSE 30-share Sensex
after resuming a tad higher at
34,846.90 quickly slipped into
the negative zone to touch a low
of 34,672.20, largely in sync
with global sell-off.

However, hectic buying in
late afternoon trade reversed the
day's losses and helped the
Sensex hit a high of 35,185.17
before settling 331.50 points, or
0.95 per cent, higher at
35,144.49. The gauge had lost
425 points in the previous two
sessions. The broader NSE Nifty
after shuttling between 10,451.90
and 10,595.75 finally concluded
100.30 points, or 0.96 per cent,
higher at 10,582.50. Domestic
market sentiments were upbeat
about the fall in consumer infla-
tion data for October.

Retail inflation fell to a one-
year low of 3.31 per cent in

October on the back of cheap-
er kitchen staples, fruits and pro-
tein-rich items, official data
released Monday showed.

Industrial production, how-
ever, grew at the slowest pace in
four months at 4.5 per cent in
September.

On a net basis, Foreign
institutional Investors (FIIs)
bought shares worth Rs 832.15
crore, while domestic institu-
tional investors (DIIs) sold
shares of �1,073.84 crore
Monday, provisional data
showed. Among the Sensex
constituents, ICICI Bank
emerged as the best performer,
surging by 2.44 per cent, fol-
lowed by NTPC at 2.36 per cent.
Shares of Coal India, the coun-
try’s largest miner, climbed 0.51
per cent after it posted an over
eight-fold rise in consolidated
net profit to �3,085 crore for the
quarter to September 2018.

Other big gainers were Axis
Bank 2.05 per cent, RIL 1.93 per
cent, L&T 1.77 per cent, HDFC
Ltd 1.62 per cent, Adani Ports
1.49 per cent, M&M 1.39 per
cent, Yes Bank 1.28 per cent,
Hero MotoCorp 1.27 per cent,
Vedanta 1.18 per cent, ITC Ltd
1.11 per cent, HUL 1.11 per cent,
Tata Steel 1.07 per cent, TCS 1.04
per cent, Maruti Suzuki 1.02 per
cent, Asian Paint 0.73 per cent,
Bharti Airtel 0.71 per cent and
Wipro 0.69 per cent.
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With headline inflation expected to
remain benign in the second half

of the current fiscal, a report Monday
said the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is
likely to keep repo rate, or the rate at
which it lends to the banks, unchanged
in the rest of the fiscal.

The consumer price index (CPI)-
based inflation fell to a one-year low of
3.31 per cent in October 2018, from 3.7
per cent in September 2018 and 3.58 per
cent in October 2017. The retail inflation
number is the lowest since September
2017 when it had touched 3.28 per cent.

“Given the strong focus of the MPC
(monetary policy committee) on the
headline inflation print, which should
remain benign for the rest of second half
of FY19, we see limited scope for rate
hikes in the rest of FY19,” the Kotak
Economic Research report said.

It expects headline inflation to be in
the range of 2.8-4.3 per cent. It can be
noted that the apex bank had maintained
a status quo in its October policy review
after two consecutive rounds of rate hikes

of 0.25 per cent each. The repo rate cur-
rently stands at 6.5 per cent.

The report, however, said it remains
watchful of the upside risks to inflation
emanating from pass-through of mini-
mum support prices (MSPs), adverse
movement in crude oil prices, volatility
in global financial markets, lagged
impact of the rupee weakness on input
prices, adverse implications from fiscal
slippage and staggered impact of HRA
increases by states and its second-round
impact. “However, the seemingly struc-
turally benign food inflation along with
softening growth should help in capping
the upside pressures, thereby providing
the RBI the comfort of staying on pause
mode in the foreseeable future," it noted.

CPI inflation eased to 3.31 per cent
in October, primarily led by contraction
of 0.9 per cent in food inflation amid
sharp drop in prices of vegetables and
pulses. On a sequential basis, food infla-
tion contracted by 0.5 per cent month-
on-month after contracting by 1.1 per
cent in September. Prices of fruits, veg-
etables, pulses, sugar and eggs continued
to fall on a monthly basis. 
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New Delhi: German luxury car

maker BMW on Tuesday announced
launch of its online sales channel in India.

BMW India’s online sales channel
will allow customers to browse all prod-
ucts, choose a preferred dealership and
even book a test drive online, the com-
pany said in a statement.

“Digitalisation will be a key differ-
entiator in our industry and will become

an increasingly important retail channel
in the future,” BMW Group India
Chairman Vikram Pawah said.

He said BMW's online channel will
offer an end-to-end digital sales solution
for the entire product range.

“With this, our customers will have
greater independence and flexibility in
choosing the purchase process,” Pawah
added.
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Novak Djokovic sent out a warning
to his rivals at the ATP Finals on
Monday, brushing aside big-serv-

ing John Isner 6-4, 6-3 to launch his bid
for a record-equalling sixth ATP Finals
title in style.

World number one Djokovic, though,
was playing a different game, appearing
little troubled by the howitzers coming off
the giant Isner's racquet -- breaking his
opponent three times and not conceding
a single break point on his own serve.

In stark contrast to second seed
Roger Federer, who produced an error-
strewn performance in defeat to Kei
Nishikori on Sunday, Djokovic hit just six
unforced errors and won 86 percent of
points on his serve, making a mockery of
the apparent challenging nature of the
playing surface.

"The match was great, obviously," said
the 31-year-old. "I had three breaks of
serve of John which is sometimes mission
impossible but I managed to be at the right
place at the right time.

"I held serve well, I backed it up from
the baseline, I played very solid and did-
n't give him many opportunities."

Speaking about the court condi-
tions, he said: "It takes a little bit of time
really to get yourself adjusted to the sur-
face... It takes a lot of rotation, takes a lot
of spin. When you serve well, also it accel-
erates through the court."

With Cristiano Ronaldo watching on,
the top seed broke Isner in the fifth game
of the first set to establish a stranglehold
and never looked like allowing the
American eighth seed back into the con-
test, breaking twice more in the second
set to win in 73 minutes.

The Serb is a red-hot favourite to
draw level on six titles at the season finale
with Federer, who faces an uphill task to
reach the semi-finals after his loss in his
first round-robin match.

Djokovic, who replaced the injured
Rafael Nadal at the top of the rankings last
week, has stormed up the charts this year

following elbow surgery and
a period of indifferent form,
winning Wimbledon and
the US Open along the way.
Since the start of
Wimbledon he has now
won 32 out of 34 matches.

��������	���������
Kevin Anderson handed

Japan's Kei Nishikori a humiliating
6-0, 6-1 thrashing at the ATP Finals
as the South African moved to the
brink of a semi-final berth on
Tuesday.

Anderson won the first 11
games and needed only 64 minutes
to demolish the woeful Nishikori in
a remarkably one-sided group stage
clash at London's O2 Arena.

Having also won his opening
match against Dominic Thiem in
his debut at the prestigious season-
ending event, Anderson is close to
becoming the first African to qual-
ify for the last four at the ATP Finals.

The 32-year-old's place will be
secure if Thiem beats Roger Federer,
or if Federer defeats Thiem in
three sets later on Tuesday.

It was a landmark moment for

Wimbledon finalist Anderson, who
has set a new career-high of 47 vic-
tories in a calender year.

He will rarely have had such an
easy outing as this one throughout
his memorable 2018.

Anderson won the Vienna final
at Nishikori's expense in October
before losing to the Japanese star in
the Paris Masters four days later.

But the close nature of those
matches was a distant memory as
Nishikori, who had beaten Federer
in straight sets on Sunday, put his
hopes of a semi-final spot in jeop-
ardy with this tame surrender.

Anderson's final group match
is against Federer on Thursday,
while Nishikori faces Thiem.

It has been a curious year for
Nishikori as the former US Open
finalist, troubled by a wrist injury,
started 2018 losing to the world
number 238 in a Challenger event
in January and crashed to 39th in
the ATP rankings in April after a
prolonged slump.

But the 28-year-old had
climbed back to ninth in the world
thanks to a strong second half of a
campaign, featuring a semi-final

appearance at the US Open.
His renaissance peaked when

he handed former ATP Finals
champion Federer his first straight
sets defeat in the group stage of the
tournament.

But Nishikori seemed to have
nothing left after that effort.

Anderson is back in London
just four months after losing his first
Wimbledon final against Novak
Djokovic.

And he didn't take long to seize
the initiative as he broke Nishikori
in the second game of the match.

Unloading some searing
ground-strokes, Anderson, aided by
14 unforced errors from Nishikori,
cemented his advantage with two
more breaks in the fourth and six
games.

It had taken Anderson just 31
minutes to complete his first set
masterclass and he didn't take his
foot off the gas.

With Nishikori remaining out
of sorts with another 10 unforced
errors in the second set, Anderson
powered ahead to make it 11 games
in a row.

Nishikori avoided a whitewash
when he won the 12th game to iron-
ic cheers from the crowd, but
Anderson quickly closed out the
win.

Earlier in doubles, Bryan and
Sock won their opening match
against Lukasz Kubot and Marcelo
Melo 6-3, 7-6 (7/5).

"It kind of hit me this week,
practising but I can't complain," said
Sock, when asked if it felt strange
to be back at the O2 playing dou-
bles rather than singles.

"It's so different being here
from last year, top eight in the world
in singles," he added.

"Obviously I was on a high after
Paris and it was an unreal finish to
the year... hopefully I can be back
here in singles next year.”
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India captain Virat Kohli and pre-
mier fast bowler Jasprit Bumrah

maintained their top positions respec-
tively in the latest ICC ODI rankings
published on Tuesday.

Kohli remained in pole position
with 899 poins while limited overs
vice-captain Rohit Sharma remained
second in the list.

Rohit's opening partner Shikhar
Dhawan is the third Indian in the top-
10 list at eighth position improving
from his ninth place in the previous
list. Former skipper Mahendra Singh
Dhoni is ranked 20th in the latest.

Similarly in the bowlers' list,
there are three Indians with Bumrah
on top with 841 points while Kuldeep
Yadav maintained his third place in
the list. Kuldeep's wrist spin twin
Yuzvendra Chahal leaped three places
to be fifth on the list.

Rashid Khan of Afghanistan with
353 points is the top-ranked ODI all-

rounder in world cricket currently.
In the overall team rankings,

India with 121 points, remained sec-
ond behind England (126 points). 
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Former Commonwealth Games
champion Parupalli Kashyap

made a solid start to his campaign,
defeating Chinese Taipei's Hsu Jen
Hao in the qualifying round of the
Hong Kong World Tour Super
500 tournament here on
Tuesday.

Kashyap, who has been
battling a series of injuries
in the last few years, defeat-
ed Hao 21-7, 12-21, 21-18 in
a match that lasted an hour and
three minutes.

The Indian will next face formi-
dable Indonesian Anthony Sinisuka
Ginting, seeded 7th, in the main
draw.

Mixed doubles pair of
Satwiksairaj  Rankireddy and
Ashwini Ponnappa also recovered
from a mid-game slump to outwit
Chinese Taipei's Wang Chi-Lin and
Lee Chia Hsin 21-16, 19-21, 21-14
in the opening round of the main
draw. The duo will next meet anoth-

er Taiwanese
combination
of Lee Yang
and Hsu Ya
Ching.

Kashyap, a former world No 6,
has been struggling to be in his best
shape ever since his knee injury
spoilt his Rio Olympic dream.

The Indian had made a good
start to the season, wining the
Austrian challenge but injuries came
back to haunt him.

"It has been tough few years for
me with injuries. This year I suffered
a stress fracture in my right leg fibu-
la bone after the Austrian Challenge
which took me two months to recov-
er. I missed almost four tournaments
in this period," he said.

He recovered to play the
Thailand Open but again hurt his
back, which took almost three
months to recover.

"I had entered Thailand Open,
Singapore Open and Russia tourna-
ments in May. I had a couple of good
matches in Thailand and the very
next week in Singapore had a jerk in

my back which turned out to be
an annular tear. As a result, I
had to concede my matches in
Singapore and Russia,"
Kashyap said.

"After another 8 weeks of
rest and rehab and another 3

weeks of training I finally could play
the European circuit events. I lost in
the quarterfinals of Dutch Open and
another quarterfinal finish at
SaarLorLux Open.

"These results although not sat-
isfying, I am just happy to be back
on the circuit and playing some tour-
naments. Now the aim is to stay fit
and get higher in ranking gradual-
ly."

Kashyap had also turned up as a
coach guiding Saina Nehwal at
Denmark and French Open. 
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East Bengal suffered a heartbreak in
their homecoming as Chennai City FC

secured a 2-1 victory to consolidate their
lead in the I-League here on Tuesday.

Chennai's Spanish recruit Sandro
Rodriquez Felipe (45+2nd) drew first blood
before Enrique Esqueda drew level seven
minutes after the changeover.

Chennai's other Spaniard Nestor
Gordillo scored the winner, converting from
the spot in the 87th minute to halt East
Bengal's two-match winning run.

Chennai now have 10 points from four
games, four points clear of East Bengal who
have a game in hand.

The visitors also were boosted by the
return of I-League leading-scorer Pedro

Manzi, who was down with a lower ham-
string injury.

Chennai made their intentions clear
from the beginning, making the game's first
foray in the fourth minute itself when Nestor
and Manzi combined to release Pravitto
Raju inside the box but Rakshit Dagar in the
East Bengal goal was up to the task.

Lalrindika Ralte, who had been booked
a while back, displayed irresponsible defend-
ing in inflicting another rough tackle on
Sandro, in injury time of the first half.

The resultant free-kick from just out-
side the box on the right was expertly slot-
ted in by Sandro, eluding a diving Rakshit.

East Bengal began the second half
with urgency and were immediately reward-
ed.  Jobby Justin put Surabuddin through
on the right and his cross from inside the

box beat the Chennai defence and goalkeep-
er Kabir, deflected off Johny Acosta and fell
to Mexican striker Enrique Esqueda who
slotted in calmly.

However, nothing worked for the home
team and it was Nestor's class which even-
tually paid off in the 87th minute.

He found Raju in the clear with anoth-
er great pass, who in turn, released Romario
Jesuraj inside the box with a brilliant ball
behind the East Bengal backline.

Dagar had no option but to charge out
and clip an evading Jesuraj's heels in an
attempt to clear but he only ended up bring-
ing him down.

Referee Crystal John had no hesitation
in pointing to the spot with Nestor convert-
ing calmly to finish what he had begun, to
send the Chennai camp into delirium. 
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The weight of expectations is enormous
on Mary Kom but grabbing a sixth Gold

medal at the World Championships won't be
easy for the celebrated pugilist, says Indian
boxing's High Performance Director
Santiago Nieva.

One of the most decorated boxers from
India, Mary Kom is a five-time world
champion and London Olympics Bronze
medallist. The Manipuri will spearhead
India's 10-member contingent in the World
Championships, beginning from Thursday.

"Everybody expects Mary Kom to win a
Gold medal but it won't be easy. She has
strong competition, she needs to perform as
nobody will give her the Gold free," Nieva
said ahead of the elite International Boxing
Association (AIBA) event which will be held
for the first time in India after 2006.

At the same time, the Swede added that
Mary Kom has it in her to deal with pres-
sure.

"Everybody knows her. She has some
pressure but she has done this before and we
are confident she can do it again," he said.

Nieva said his expectation includes a
Gold and anything less than that will be a
below-par result for the hosts.

"I expect at least three medals, includ-
ing a Gold. We will not be satisfied if we can't
achieve that. Everything more than 3 medals
will be a bonus and great result for us."

Besides Mary Kom, Nieva expects good
performances from some young Indian
boxers in the tournament.

"Lovelina (Borgohain, 69kg), Manisha
(54kg) looked pretty impressive in training
sessions but a competition bout is totally dif-
ferent. It is their first World Championship
and they are relatively inexperience but they
are good boxers," he said.

Delhi's deteriorating air pollution has
been hogging the limelight in the run-up to
the tournament and Olympic Bronze medal-
list boxer Mira Potkonen expressed concern
over the matter, especially hailing from a pol-
lution-free country like Finland.

"I came from a country which has the
cleanest air, so it (pollution) is a bit of an
issue. But I like the warm weather of Delhi.
I knew what to expect as I was here in last
January for the India Open Boxing,"
Finland's Potkonen said.

"Pollution is a problem but I will have
to adjust to that. I won't go for jogs and try
to concentrate on indoor training."

Potkonen won a Bronze medal in the
60kg lightweight category at the 2016 AIBA
Women's World Boxing Championships
and the 2016 Summer Olympics.
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Keeping in mind his recent workload, Rohit
Sharma was on Tuesday rested for India A's first

unofficial Test in New Zealand after being named
in the squad originally.

Rohit, who has made a comeback to the Test
side, will now leave for Australia with India's T20
squad on Friday.

"Rohit Sharma has been advised rest by the
BCCI Medical Team in consultation with the team
management and the All-India Senior Selection
Committee. The decision was taken keeping in
mind his recent workload," said the BCCI in a state-
ment.

The senior batsman has made the Test team on
the back of his stellar performances in limited overs
cricket.

He was picked for the four-day game alongside
senior players such as Ajinkya Rahane, Murali Vijay,
Hanuma Vihari, Parthiv Patel and young Prithvi
Shaw, who are all part of the India squad for the

four-Test series in Australia.
India A coach Rahul Dravid had pointed out

that playing in New Zealand ahead of the Australia
tour would provide valuable match time to the
senior players.

But unlike the other Australia-bound players
present in New Zealand, Rohit captained India in
the ODI and T20 series against the West Indies in
the absence of Virat Kohli, who too was rested
ahead of the important assignment Down Under.

The first of the three unofficial Test begins in
Mount Maunganui from Friday.

The selectors have not named Rohit's replace-
ment and the team will be picked from the 14-mem-
ber squad. With the seniors playing only the open-
ing game, a separate squad was named for the sec-
ond and third four-day matches.

Rohit will now have only one red-ball practice
game ahead of the first Test beginning December
6 at Adelaide. Before that, he will play the three-
match Twenty20 series, starting November 21 at
The Gabba.
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